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Giamto Says He's Sorry p.81
50 Cents

Murray sends
Official appeal
to Frankfort

g
AP

tionnaires for siblings of current
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
student who are hoping to enroll
Staff Writer
-.in the coming year.
Independent
Murray
"In a perfect world, Murray
Schools' appeal to the state edu- 'Independent would tender 911
cation commission asks that such quesaverage daily attendance funds tionnaires
follow each Calloway County for review.
resident who, wants to attend However,
Murray, schools in the coming preliminary
year.
totals indiMurray Independent Schools cate that not
dfficially appealed to Gene all of these
Wilhoit, the commissioner of the affected
of
Department
Kentucky
families will
Adams
Education, on Thursday for the provide such
decision of Calloway County a document
Schools not to enter into an for this appeal." Murray board
average daily attendance agree- attorney Chip Adams wrote in
ment for the release of funds for the appeal. "From the Murray
students living in the county board's perspective, this is not a
school district but attending city problem as such action/inaction
schools.
is consistent with the longThe information provided to standing policy of school
Wilhoit includes a timeline of choice. Any Calloway resident
the non-resident dispute begin- who does not wish ,to attend
ning when Calloway County Murray Independent is free to
Superintendent Steve 'Hoskins attend his/her school of resinotified Murray Superintendent dence. Likewise, residents of
Dale Reid by letter on Sept. 9, Murray Independent have
2004. that the open enrollment always been free to attend the
policy between the districts that school of their choice, unmolesthad been in effect since 1981 ed, whether they attend
would be restricted for the 2004- Calloway, Graves County,
05 year. according to the appeal Mayfield, Marshall County or
documents.
other schools. This, too, is conThe questionnaires Lornpletlivith school choice and
ed peoesul* tir:liataltarnf
***rest of the particular
non-resident student enrolled in student and family."
the Murray district will suppleCalloway County board
ment the appeal. Reid said attorney Rick Jones said he
Thursday afternoon the district expects to file a response to
has 850 questionnaires from the Murray's appeal by the end of
parents of the 911 non-resident next week in order for the comstudents.
missioner to rule by the beginThe surveys, which ask par- ning of March.
ents about why they send their
"We're not appealing, we are
children out of their home dis- responding to their appeal. Our
trict to Murray schools, weren't response will be focused more
necessary for current Murray
High seniors. Reid also said parSee Page 2A
ents submitted additional ques-
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times prict

Richard Smotherman and Terry
from left. Steve Grogan, Linda Avery,
Calloway County School Board members,
ty School Superintendent Steve
and others in applauding Calloway Coun
Bourland join about 350 parents, teachers
ng.
Elementary School gymnasium Thursday eveni
Hoskins during a meeting at North Calloway

Hoskins shown support, appreciation
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The ongoing non-resident
contract issue involving the
Calloway County Board of
Education was brieMy discussed
during Thursday's monthly
meeting at North Calloway
Elementary School. Calloway's board announced
it was tabling a proposal submitted by - Murray to amend the
2004-06 contract both boards
approved in late October. That
contract covered 433 students
living in the county and attending city schools and 236 county,
students residing in the city, but
Murray was seeking to include
an additional 478 city students

that had not been previously
included in the contract list. This
is pending the outcome of an
Kentucky
with
appeal
Education
of
Department
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit by
the Murray district that was tiled
Thursday.
He is expected to give his ruling early next month.
While the business portion of
Thursday's meeting was quite
brief, the meeting itself still
managed to last nearly two
hours as around 350 teachers,
parents, students and district
officials took the opportunity to
show its appreciation of
Superintendent Steve Hoskins.
"Here for the last fevv

months, it's seemed like I've
been wearing asbestos britches.
The seat's gotten kind of hot."
said Hoskins. who received a
standing ovation from around
350 Calloway teachers, students, parents and district officials inside an North school
gymnasium _adorned in signs
supporting both Hoskins and his
board. "I was 100 percent
unaware that any, of this was
coming. They really got me. But
it's coming at a good time. it's
good to get a little lift like this.1
North Principal Margaret
Cook began providing that lift
during her summation of the
first half of the meeting in which
five separate recognitions of

accomplishments by students
and teachers of the district were
made.
"If you will notice, all of this
is with kids, even the ones
where we _honored teachers.
Teachers, if you didn't v.ork
with these kids like this, you
wouldn't he getting these
awards and they wouldu't be
getting theirs." she said.
"Everything we do in this district does concern kids, and all
of you should he proud of that."
Hoskins and three board
members left for Louisville
immediately following the

•See Page 2A
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By TOM BERRNt
Staff Writer
ltural leadership
Murray State University has earned a new agricu
to use 100 percky
Kentu
in
dne
only
honor, a it is now the first and
diesel equipd
relate
farmall
in
fuel
sel
biodie
sed
cent soybean-ba
•
ment.
College of Agriculture
Interim Director Tony Brannon
made the announcement during
the official kick off of Soybean
Promotion Day at MSU's Curris
The
Thursday.
ACenter
announcemenkwas followed by,
a ceremonial filling of a gas
with several state, regional and
rs
tracto
tank on one of the college's
.
dance
atten
in
als
offici
jocal agriculture
ous academic and agriculAfter citing some of the college's previ
of the change to
tance
impor
141ecited
on
tural awards. Brann
biodiesel.
because it not only affects
"Today's great day is made that way
involves promoting the soyMSU and MSU agriculture, but ,also
agricultural economy." he
the
of
tays
mains
bean industry, one of the
SHERRY 144L-CLAINN4SU Photo
said.
y
Murra
the
in
farms
three
the tractors anit equipdes
of
all
inclu
fuel
now using soy biodiesel to
The College of Agriculture
diesel will burn Murray State University is
uses
now
that
ment
West Kentucky Expo
equip
and
farm
farm
all
rsity
said
area. Brannon
by the school of agriculture, unive
oil and diesel fuel, known as B20. ment in operation
an
soybe
held Thursday at
was
of
re
ng"
mixtu
fueli
ial
t
cmon
percen
"cer
a 20
ly. Center. To commemorate the event, the first
annual
fuel
diesel
of
s
gallon
3,500
than
more
d by the university's school of agricul't'-The farms consume
sel would have a signifi- the opening of Soybean Promotion Day sponsore
biodie
of
use
pread
wides
said
on
' Brann
following representatives were on hand for
nation. "Better environment, energy ture and the Kentucky Soybean Board. The
cant affect on the state and the
front, from left. Mark Wilson,
ts, quality benefits, (less harmful) the event: back, Mike Burchett, Kentucky Soybean Board,
security, economic market benefi
im director of the school of
inter
nonTony Brannon,
ce, biodegradability, and
Kentucky Department of Agriculture, Dr.
emissions, health effects, energy balan
less
us
n, school of ag farm manrtso
make
Robe
also
n
will
, Jaso
said. "It
agriculture, MSU Provost Dr. Gary Brockway
toxicity. It just makes sense," he
agriculture; John Rasori, Seay Oil
Durwood Beatty, retired MSU professor of
dependent on foreign oil."
Dr.
ager;
the
of
tor
inven
the
ph Diesel,
portation services; Dennis Clark, Kentucky
Brannon later quoted Dr.. Rudol
Co.; Dickie Turner, director of MSU trans
Farm Bureau.
Soybean Board; and Ed McQueen, Kentucky
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invasion
likely
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The probability is very
high that Calloway County
and other western Kentucky
soybean growers will have to
fight tiff an invasion of Asian
vbean rust this planting seathat can destroy crop
ids.
That w as the wanting
taxi by Ronan Cummins,
agricultural consuham
th Opti-Crop with the
Iles Farm Supply retail
res of Owensboro. Ky..
ring a seminar at Murray
ate Universits Curris
titer Thursday ' pan of
vbean Promotion Day. The
eat was sponsored by the
College" of Agriculture
the Kentucky Soybean
rd.
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"We've talked about ways to
move traffic around town." City
Administrator Don Elias said.
'This is a way to get truck traffic out of the downtown area."
The business loop is estimated to cost $1.8 million. In
January 2004, the city was altotted $994,100 in federal funds for
the project. That money comes
to the city through the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet's highway department.
While city officials hope
more government money'comes

tion of a busineos loop from Ky.
By KRIS,TIN TAYLOR
121 South to Ky. 94.
Staff Whter
The loop would help alleviate
More than a year after receivtraffic on the southeast side of
ing almost SI million in federal
the city. The plan calls for a road
Wilds for a business loop. the from the intersection of
City of Murray is moving a step Glendale Road and Fourth
closer to making the additional Street to bypass the courthouse
road more than an idea.
square to connect with the interThe Murray City Council section of Industrial Road and
approved
unanimously
Chestnut Street. Traffic coming
Thursday a . resolution that into Murray from Ky. 121 South
authorizes Mayor Tom Rushing would also be able to. bypass
to execute documents between downtown and 12th Street conthe state highway department gestion.
and the city regarding construe-
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NOTICE
• The -.Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees nominating committee will meet at 3 p.m. Monday
at the hospital to review
names of board member candidates .
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes items about
Saratoga Springs, which is
being developed on Wiswell
Road, and a public hearing for
a rezoning request at 411 N.
10th St.
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet in regular session Tuesday at 7 p.m.
at the Weaks Community
Center. The agenda includes
a report on litigation between
the Community Foundation
and fiscal court.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda iocludes
a public hearing to review the
conditional use permit for four
non-reiated people living in a
single-family residential zone
at 803 N. 17th St. as well as
several dimensional variance
for

requests

property

WEATHER

iiHIGH:
5e

Tonig will be
clear
Sa rday will
b0 mostly
LOW: Sunny with
/highs around
60.
Saturday night
will see rain
n

NIBS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept between
5:00-6:00 p m Monday-Friday or
4.30-5:00 p.m Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(LISPS 308-7001
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association The Associated
Press a exclusively entitled to news ongtnated by Murray Ledger & Tunes

on

Chestnut Street.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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this way for the project, Elias
said they will soon take proposals for engineering services so a
company can spend the summer
working on the' design phase.
Unless additional grants are
secured, the city is responsible
for any more money put into the
project.
"I am hoping we can phase
the projeit to put that SI million'
to good use, at least to improve
the intersections and possible
start acquiring right-of-way
access," Elias said.

our hospital. There are a
- The loop will have minima] about
rumors," resident Donii,
effects on existing buildings and lot of
the council. "I feel
houses. The current plan would Herndon told
about the joint
positive
only interfere with one house very
help the comwill
that
meeting
near the Glendale and Fourth
so desperately
we
ion
municat
intersection.
In other business, the city need."
Jon
CEO
Hospital
approved a March 8 meeting
briefly
also
y
with the Calloway County O'Shaughness
council.
Fiscal Court and Murray- addressed the
"I will address our successes.
Calloway County Hospital. The
where we are going in the
and
joint Meeting, which is a public
he said of the upcoming
future,"
the
at
forum, still be at 6:30 p.m.
"I think we have a
.
meeting
,
center.
s
hospital's wellnes
of us."
"There's a lot of concern bright future ahead

III Appeal .:.
residents e9 they can," Jones
From Front
said.
Murray's appeal alsilrequests
on law and not so much what
representatives from- both
Jones
that
was,"
law
the
people th*
prior
said in an interview this morn- districts meet with Wilhoit
come
should
which
ruling,
his
go
to
to
need
facts
ing. "All of the
binding
to the state so the commissioner in 30 days and can be a
distwo
the
between
nt
agreeme
down
on
knows what's going
ky
here, especially because they tricts according to Kentuc
can
district
either
r,
Howeve
law.
school
on
were so heavy
appeal his ruling to the
choice."
Kentucky Board of Education.
issues
Jones said among the
"If both parties meet with the
he will raise is Murray running
ioner, jointly, prior to
commiss
buses into the county to transe of a ruling, each
issuanc
.
the
schools
city
to
students
port
While the regulations regarding will receive what it procedurally
out-of-district transportation are wants relative to this dispute: a
vague, Jones said the practice mediation with a binding
could illustration the city dis- result," Adams wrote.
retained
district
The
trict's intention.
Robert
y
attorne
rt
Frankfo
along
—
s
indicate
"I think it
some Chenoweth in October to help
with the misreporting
intent to have as many county with the dispute. He specializes

in education law and has been
involved other ADA disputes,
including representing Jackson
Independent Schools in its diswith' Breathitt
agreement
County Schools.
Proposals for the 2005-06
non-resident contract were sentback and _forth between the districts after the 2004-05 contract
was signed by both districts in
October. The current contract
allows for school choice, but
was signed before an investigation revealed only 433. of the
911 Calloway residents attending city schools were ineluded
on Murray's non-resident student list.
"It's not the students fault,"
Reid said in an interview
Thursday. "There/ have been
errors made by this district for a

long time. We want to move on
and figure out whelp the kids are
going to go to/sc-bool and put
policies in_pthce so this doesn't
happen again."
, Wilhoit is required to "give
preference to the best interest of
the individual student," according to KRS 157.350.
"The concept of parent
choice as to which school a child
is to attend is consistent with the
'best Iterest of the individual
studen '" Adams wrote in the
appeal. "The establishment ot
the 'best interest' standard clearly establishes that the legislature
contemplated and expected that
students may attend school in a
district other than the district of
residence."

II Hoskins ...
From Front
meeting to attend 'this weekend's Kentucky
School Boards Association state meeting;
they were to be. joined by the other two
today. Already there Thursday night was
Murray Superintendent Dale Reid, who
believes both boards will receive a lot of
attention during the event.
"I know I prefer not to be on the state's
radar like that, and I imagine that goes for
both the city and county boards," he said
while responding to Calloway's motion.
"We haven't met as a board since Feb. I, so
that'll be a discussion we have to have
Tuesday (when the board holds its monthly
meeting). We'.ve got to decide if we want to
let it sit or do we get to talking with them
about it."

CCHS technology teacher Jeff Slayton
was recognized for being named 2003-04
Kentucky Technology Students Association
Advisor of the Year and 2004 Kentucky
Applied Technology Education Association
Teacher of the Year. Also recognized was
NCES music teacher Tracy Leslie, who has
achieved status as a National Board
Certified Teacher, but was unable to attend
Thursday's meeting.
In addition. NorthCapan tslltra Kids program, consisting of fifth graders Zach
Fortenberry, Emily Crouse, Joey Harrison,
Derek Martin, Breanna Bethel and Ashley
Gullixon under the direction of art teacher
Sandy Sasso and Murray State University
Yoko
Institute's
Quality
Teacher
stuNorth
The
.
featured
was
ama,
Hatakey
dents demonstrated how they had cornmpni-

cated through art with students in Japan last
fall.
Calloway County Middle School teacher
Jeanette McCallon also presented 45 students whose efforts led to their school
receiving the Creative Communication's
Poetic Achievement Award for Fall 2004.
All those students had their works published
in an anthology, "A Celebration of Young
Poets."
Also,' Southwest Calloway Elementary
School students Haley Armstrong and Haley
Gilbert, along with CCMS' Joseph Kelly
were recognized for reaching the regional
competition, of the Knights of Columbus
free-throw competition. Their next competition will be held at St. John's in McCracken
County.

Just the FACTS
School Year

Total Enrollment in
Murray. Independent
District

# of Calloway County
Students Listed On
Original ADA Contract

Total # of Calloway
County Students Enrolled In
Murray Independent District

# Falsely Reported
As Residents of
Murray District

% Falsely Reported
As Residents of
Murray District

1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005

1439
1475
1545
1608
1706
1760

307
338
344
377
422
433

743
705
768
795
886
911

436
367
424
418
464
478

30.30%
24.88%
27.44%
26.00%
27.20%
27.16%

Internal Revenue Service by a fourth of your total income?
tlae
to
me
inco
your
"
rted
repo
er
"und
you
if
What
Would the IRS regard it as a "mistake"?
AO

th for 2 years in a row?
What if you "under reported" your income by a four

3 years?

4-years?

5 years?
• 6 years?
Would the IRS take responsibility for your "mistakes"?
Would they seek to place blame on someone else?
Or would you beheld responsible?

ADA coidirlitt* submittod by the Collowcay Comedy School District

Wm* hoes comisterMy correct.
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rd of Education, and Calloway County
Supt. Steve Hoskins, the Calloway County Boa
LE FOR THE CURRENT SITUATION.
administrators, faculty & staff ARE NOT RESPONSIB
ignorance may deride it; but, in the end; there it is."
"Truth is incontrovertible; malice may attack it and
Sir Winston Churchill, 1874-1965
, Chair
Paid for with private funds from Citizens for TRUTH, Marty Futrell
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Indictments
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Stan Writer
Two Missouri men and a Dexter
couple were among those indicted
'when the grand jury met last week.
• Ricky Lee Coffee, 53, and Billy Ray
Molt, 47, both of than, Mo., were
charged Jan. 19 with conspiracy to
manufacture rnethamphetamine, firstdegree possession of a controlled substance, possession of drug paraphernalia. possession of a radio that sends and
receives police messages and unlawful
•possession of meth precursor. Coffee
also was charged with two counts of
..promoting contraband. They • were
indicted last Friday on all of those
charges.
They were arrested after a CVS
'employee told the Murray Police
Department an individual had bought

Judge grants
request to move
dorm fire trial

'BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — A judge ruled Thursday
to move the murder trial of a
Scottsville man charged with
killing a Western Kentucky
University student in 20(53.
Special Judge Thomas 0.,
Castlen ruled durtng a four-hour

Circuit Court.
In other circuit court cases.
•A Richmond woman was indiejed
last week on theft and drug charges.
Christina Clark, 24, faces charges of
possession of a controlled substance in
an improper container, first-degree promoting contraband, giving false name
to an officer, and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
A sheriff's deputy arrested Clark on
Jan. 8 at the C-Mart in Hazel after she
was stopped in reference to a theft case.
She was charged because she had several different types of pills in improper
containers and then tried to bring pills
and a pen tube with drug residue into
the Calloway County jail.
Clark was also indicted for theft by
unlawful taking more than $300. She
was served with a warrant for that
charge Jan. 15. She is accused of.ateal-

hearing that Lucas Goodrum's
trial would be moved to Daviess
County. Castlen is normally the
circuit judge for the 6th Judicial
District, which covers Daviess
County.
Goodrum's attorney, David
Broderick, had asked Castlen to

mg money from a purse at Vernon's
pawn shop.
II Bobby Hendrix, 57, was indicted
on second-offense driving under the
influence and theft by unlawful taking
more thIM $300 . Those charges stem
from an on-the-job incident at Murray
State University. A maintenance
employee. Hendrix is accused of stealing three Dell lap tops from the universtlYHe was arrested at his Old Newburg
Road home Sept.' 21, 2004, after drising home from work.
II Steven D. ktutledge, 18, of
Murray, pleaded guilty Tuesday to second-degree robbery. The commonwealth attorney, recommended a sixyear sentence. Rutledge w fo ally
be sentenced at 9 a.m. March .
He was originally charged with firstdegree robbery „after an incident July

23, 2004, at Lakeway Convenience
Store on Ky. 94 East. When the robbery
was reported to the Calloway Coun:y
Sheriff's Department. deputies said the
perpetrator demanded money from the
clerk, who was slightly injured in the
incident. Less than $200 was taken,
according to the sheriff's department.
II Brian Scott Odizim, 27, of Parts.
Tenn., pleaded guilty Tuesday to tampering with anhydrous ammonia and
attempted theft by unlawful taking of
anhydrous ammonia with intent to manufacture meth. He was sentenced to
serve six years — aTive-year sentence
for the tampering charge to run concurrently with a six-year sentence for the
theft offense.
He was arrested May 28. 2004, after
an incident at Royster Clark.

Daviess
move the trial out of Bowling County, near the
line.
County
heavy
the
of
e
Green becaus
Castlen said-during the hearmedia attention it has garnered
Thursday that he could find
ing
there.
in
Goodrum. 23, is accused of courtroom space for the trial
said
judge
The
County.
DasieSs
Autry,
Katie
raping and killing
on the origan 18-year-old freshman from the trial could begin
March I.
date,
ed
schedul
inally
k
Hancoc
Pellville, which is in

•
Attorneys for Goodrum had
opposed sending the trial to the
western Kentucky county, since
Autry had once lived in the area.
ecl.--to
Castlen was appointr
2004
y
Februar
in
case
the
hear
by Chief Regional Judge Kelly
Easton.
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Biodiesel

•Rust
From

Large quantities of cold medicine containing pseudoepliedrine, which is used
to make meth. Coffee's contraband
charges stem from additional meth
being found on him when he was
booked in the Calloway County jail.
In a separate case, Larry Thurman,
30, and Paula Thurman, 44, were
indicted on multiple drug charges —
manufacturing
firearm -enhanced
methamphetamine, firearm-enhanced
first-degree possession of a controlled
substance, possession of drug paraphernalia, firearm-enhanced possession of
marijuana, and possession of a controlled substance not in a proper container.
They were arrested after MPD and
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
officers searched their Duncan Trail
residence Jan. 26.
Both cases will proceed in Calloway

Front

After pointing out that soybean rust has decimated from 40
percent to 80 percent of crop
yields in 10 Asian and South
American .countries, Cummins
said the state will have a "very
high probability" — about 75
percent — of infection.
However he noted that early
detection and the proper use of
fungicide can provide an effective defense.
"There is hope. There is light
at the end of the tunnel,"
Cummins said.'The technology
•
to deal with it does exist."
Asian soybean rust was discovered in the United States during the fall of 2004, according to
Cummins. after it was spread
throughout the Southeastern part
of the nation by Hurricane Ivan.
Ivan brought the spores to the
U.S. in just four days from
South America during the
through
rampage
storm's
the late
in
South
the
and
Florida
1990s. The pathogen spreads
*rurally during high winds and
heavy rainfall present during a

storm, Cummins said.
The spores also affect green-

"Biodiesel is getting ready to expand quickly
From Front
the US," he said. "In fact. I think it's getting
in
.
beans, kidney beans, black-eyed not harmful to humans
."
It is a federal crime to trans- compression (diesel) engine."The use of crop and ready to explode
peas. Lima beans and kudzu. So
sioner of Agriculture Richie
Commis
ky
Kentuc
nitl•
n
soybea
vegetable oils as engine fuels may
tar, soybean rust has not been port spore infected
to appear, however he was
ed
schedul
e Farmer was
for the cant today, but such oils may be me, i
found in Kentucky, but has been leaves in the US even
committee meetings and
for
rt
Frankfo
to
called
and
um
edu ion, according course of time, as important as the petrole
found in Tennessee and is pu
could not attend.
a recent news sioty by Laura coal tar products of the present time." he said.
expected to spread to crops in
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Take Care of Ys urself
A major reason why government has grown to the point
where President Bush has submitted a record $2.57 trillion'
budget to Congress is that too
many Americans have ceded
personal responsibility to the
state.
Most children expect to
leave home and lead independent lives. Most parents expect
them to do so. But government
is the omniscient (not to mention omnipotent and
omnipresent) parent that never
kicks out the "children" no matter how old they get. Too many
of the "kids" think it perfectly
normal to have a permanent
"allowance" and take no.
responsibility for their own
lives or retirement.
. While most people may
believe intellectually that economic freedom is one of the
greatest freedoms on earth. they
display an appalling ignorance
about the subject and how to
achieve it.
uA recent test given to
sands of high school sem rs by
the JumpStart Coalition
Persohal Financial Lite
gnorevealed how early
percent
ranee begins. Onl
scored a C or
financial literacy st, and
average score was 52.3. a
ing grade.
My financial adviser, Ric
Edelman, has been trying to get
the nation's attention through
his books (like "The Truth
About Money") and Web page

(www.
ricedelman.com). I
receive
nothing of
value for
this plug!
Edelman
thinks the
time to start
educating
people
Cal's
about
Thoughts money is
By Cal Thomas when they
are children.
Syndicated
He's set up
Columnist
a retirement
called
the RIC-ETrust that can provide retirement security. A $5,000'onetime tax-deferred investment at
birth, with an average interest
rate of 10 percent compounded,
means that a child would have
$2.4 million when he or she is
65 years old.
v'ho needs Social Security
wi that kind of nest egg? New
York imes columnist David
Brook endorsed a similar
(though less productive) idea,
'called KidSave, on Tuesday.
Edelman believes economic
education begins with a child's
allowance and encouraging the
child to save. He thinks kids
should not be paid for taking .
out the trash or picking up their
rooms, but they can be paid for
"extra" jobs that are not part of
living rent-free. They should
not be overpaid, he says. That's

In just the two weeks since she was
sworn in as Secretary of State, Condoleezza
Rice has racked up a dazzling list of break,throughs.
Just look at what haslappened in a
mere two weeks since
she took on her new job.
You see the King of
Jordan, Egypt's Flosni
Mubarak, Anel Sharon.
Mahmoud Abbas. all
getting giddy together and doing it without a
single American in the

Welfare s they on't appreciurn wage
first nil
ate
as or less
job if i pays the
than th *r allowance.
also
financial plann
G
mean not choosing expens e
colt es that saddle the grad
ith a crushing debt.
an get a good education at
costly schools.
JumpStart reports that only
19.5 percent of students say
they are learning money-managing skills in school. Financial
illiteracy has personal and
national implications. It can
lave the ignorant open to
c *ills from politicians that
ha no basisiin fact, as with
the o en-mentioned, but nonexistent, Social Security "trust
fund" or the notion that there is
only a fixed amount of wealth
and if you make more than I,
you must be punished with
higher taxes to make it "fair."
Wealth and-wealth-building
are regarded as evil today. The
media and cultural elites treat
large corporations as evil,
though corporations provide
jobs for millions and send millions of dollars in taxes to government.
My Dad taught me basic
economic virtues such s thrift,
•generosity (with my money, not
the government's), self control,
honesty and personal responsibility. Not many teach these
things today, or we wouldn't
have such enormous government budgets.
It is a sign of our collective

economic ignorance that the
president's proposal for cutting
just 150 wasteful and unneeded
programs(many more could be
cut) is drawing fierce opposition from Democrats and interest groups. In Washington, it is
easier to drive a stake through
the heart of-a -blood-sucking
vampire than it is to kill off a
money-sucking and useless
At
government program.
The,principles of a free market work if properly applied. It
is best to learn them early and
practice them always. I would
love to hear the president say,
"Why don't you take care of
yourself first and if all else
fails, through no fault of your
own, then come to government."
That won't happen because
he would be labeled "insensitive" and "mean-spirited."
Sometimes people need a kick
in the pants to get them to do
what they would be doing if
government weren't there as a
perpetual parent.
Cal Thomas hosts "After
Hours" on Fox News Channel
Saturdays at 11 p.m. ET. Direct
all MAILfor Cal Thomas to:
Tribune Media Services, 2225
Kenmore Ave., Suite 114,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14207. Readers
may also leave e-mail at
www.calthomas.cont.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Sondra Burnett

r

The Rev. Roger Rice and thirlev. C.C. Brasher will officiate. Burial Charles, Mo.; two brothers, G.W. Choate and Harley E. Choate Jr..
both Of Poplar Bluff, Mo.; 14 grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren,
will follow in the Fooks Cemetery.
four great-great-grandchildren.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Phelps,95, Benton, died Tuesday, Feb. 8, 2005, at 2:05 p.m.
at Oakview Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, Calvert City..
Mrs. Kathleen Todd
She was a member of Allow Missionary Baptist Church.
A graveside service.for Mrs. Kathleeq 1s3dd was Thursday at 1
Her husband, William Phelps, one son, Jackie Phelps, two grand- a.m. at the Wadesboro Cemetery in Ma •hilall County. Bro. David
children, two sisters and four brothers all preceded her in death. She York officiated.
was the daughter of the late Ernest Blackwell and Hattie Debuque
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Virginia Ruth Geurin Rockwell
Blackwell.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Wadesboro Cemetery
. Mrs. Virginia Ruth Geurin Rockwell, 83, Hickory, died
gurvivors include one daughter, Mrs. Wanda Sue Myers, Calvert Fund, 4678 Murray Highway, Hardin,.KY 42048.
Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2005, at 12:50p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical
City; four sons, William Boyd Phelps, Lee Roy Phelps and Ernest
Mrs. Todd, 81. South Ilth Street, Murray, died Tuesday. Feb. 8.
:Center, Mayfield.
, She was a member of First Baptist Church where she sang in the Gilbert Phelps, all of Benton, and Thomas Alton Phelps, 2005, at 10:30 am. at the Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway
:choir. She was also a member of Mayfield Homemakers, Okeechobee, Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Mary Francis Harris, Murray; one County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of bexter-Hardin United
!Folsomdale Homemakers and of a chapter of the Order of the brother, Victor Perry Blackwell, Paducah; 15 grandchildren; 22
great-grandchildren; nine great-great-grandchildren.
Methodist Church.
:Eastern Star.
Her husband, Joe Bill Todd, preceded her in death. Born Nov. I.
Her husband, Edgar A. Rockwell Sr., one son, Ronajockwell,
1923, in Hardin, she was the daughter of the late Albert Lee and
one grandson, Vincent Rockwell, and two sisters, telle Cowan Fred Edgar Gee
The funeral for Fred Edgar Gee was today Lillian Burd Lee.
and Gladys Jones, all preceded her in death. She was tbe daughter of
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Martha Gore. Hardin; one sis(Friday) at 10:30 a.m. at Lynwood Baptist
the late Thomas Geurin and Lela Ann Kimbro Geurin.
Church, Cape Girardeau, Mo. Dr. Derek Staples ter-in-law, Mrs. Eloise Lee. Benton; three niece; two nephew s.
• Survivors include three sons, Edgar(Bobby)A. Rockwell Jr. and
officiate. Burial was in the Cape County caregiver, Kay Ray. Murray.
. wife, Diane, Hickory, Lawrence (Larry) A. Rockwell and wife,
Memorial Park with full military rites conductZ Kathy, North Richland Hills, Texas, and Geurin (Garry) Rockwell.
ed
by The Missouri Honor Guard at the grave- William Pace
Portsmouth, Va.; 14 grandchildren; 1 great-grandchildren.
side.
• The funeral for William Pace was Thursday at 11 a.m, in the
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Ford and Sons Funeral Home, Cape chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Wendell Ordway
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Swift will officiate.
and the Rev. Jewell Barrett officiated. Burial was
Pallbearers will be Jim Baker, Kenneth Gibson, Charles Whitnell, Girardeau, was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Gee, 83, Jackson, Mo., formerly of Murray, died Tuesday,
in the Fooks Cemetety, Benton.
Roy Skinner, Jim Stephens,rim Cook and Jackie Matheny, aetive:
Mr. Pace, 86, East 23rd Street, Benton. died
:Jimmy Rockwell, Jamie Felts, Adam Felts, Robert CaQSSUM, Jason Feb..8, 2005, at Saint Francis Medical Center, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
A self-employed interior and exterior designer. he was a member
Tuesday, Feb. 8, 2005, at 8:26 a.m. at Marshall
Rockwell and Austin Felts, honorary. Burial will follow in the
of Westside Baptist Church, MUrray. He moved to Jackson from
County Hospital, Benton.
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
He had retired as an instrument technician
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday) Murray five years ago. He was a Navy veteran of World War H.
Born Oct. 26, 1921, in Arcola, Ill., he was the son of the late
with, Pennwalt. He served as an elder and
Charles Arthur Gee and Dosy Munson Gee. One daughter, three sisSunday school tether for Vaughn's Chapel
Mrs. Unda Finney Ragsdale
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The funeral for Mrs. Linda Finney Ragsdale will be Saturday at ters and three brothers also preceded him in death.
Graham
Gee,
to
wife,
Mrs.
Martha
Williene
Survivors
include
his
One sister, Sue Czajkowski. and one brother.
10 am.at Christian Memorial Chapel, Hazel Park, Mictt•Burial will
whom he was married Oct. 26, 1979, in Arcola; two daughters, Mrs.
Pat Pace, both preceded him in death. He was the
follow in the cemetery there.
Pace
Jody McLane,
son of the late Jonah Pace and Lillie Darnall
•
Ashley Funeral Home of Hazel Park is in charge of arrange- Madden McLaughlin, Cape Girardeau, and Mrs.
Arcola; three sons, Jerry Gee, Arcola, Gerald Graham, Dallas, Pace.
ments.
Winter Garden. Fla.; 17 grandchildren:
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Preston Marie Walker Pace; ses Mrs. Ragsdale, 75, former resident of Hazel Park, died Friday, Texas, and Thomas Graham,
great-grandchildren.
21
dal
nieces, nephews and cousins.
Feb.4, 2005, at the home of her son, Timmy Ragsdale, in California
City, Calif.
11111Z21=11111
Her husband. William Ragsdale Sr.. two sisters, Dorothy Finney Mrs. Sandra Jo Wood
Monday.
78,
Mill
Creek,
Wash.,
died
there
Sai3lIra
Jo
Wood,
Mrs.
Gilbert and Billie McAvoy McFarland, and one brother, John
William Nervy (Bill) cuNop
Finney, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Feb. 7, 2
The funeral for William Henry (Bill) Cullop was today (Friday
daughter
of
the
Murray,
Ky.,
she
was
the
Born J ne 16, 1926, in
Lillie Parker McAvoy and Lou Finney.
at
11
a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Survivors include three stilts, William (Billy) Ragsdale Jr. and late Eyr Heath and Freeman Redden.
The
Rev.
Randy McClure and the Rev. Brett Miles officiated.
Su , vors include her husband, Frank Wood,one son, Dan Wood,
wife, Isabel, Havelock, N.C., Tommy Ragsdale, Troy, Mich.. and
Active pallbearers were Robert Young.
great-grandchildren.
Danny
and
Deena,
and
five
two
grandchildren.
Timmy Ragsdale and wife. Janet, California City; four sisters, Mrs.
Robert
Parke, Lewis Garland. Jeff Graham. Ben
Barton Family Funeral Service, 1400 Talbot Rd. S., Suite 104,
Imogene Finney Runyon, Cache, Okla., Mrs. Betty Finney Israel
Holland and Todd Pearson. Honorary pallbearers
arrange1-206-730-9287,
is
in
charge
of
98055,
phone
Renton,
WA
and husband, Torn, Warren, Mich., Mrs. Ann McAvoy Rhodes,
were members of Murray Police Department.
Grand Rapids, Mich., and Ms. Sarah McAvoy Alexander, Murray, ments.
Burial was in the Unity Cemetery.
Ky.; five grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren; several nieces.
Expressions of sympathy iinay he made it)
Mrs. Virginia IL Garland
nephews and cousins in the Murray area.
Hospice of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The funeral for Mrs. Virginia K. Garland will be today (Friday)
803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah.
Mrs. Minnie Lou Thompson
° Mr. Cullop, 65, Abilene Lane. Dexter, died Tuesday,. fieb. 5,
The funeral for Mrs. Minnie Lou Thompson was Thursday at 1 The Rev. Jim Glover will officiate. Burial will follow`' the Oak 2005, at 3:30 p.m. at his home.
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Grove Cemetery, Charleston, Mo.
A veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps, he was a retired officer ot
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Dr. David Parish officiated. Burial was in the Stewart Cemetery in
7"--the Murray Police Department.
Expression§ of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice,2
Calloway County.
Born Jan. 222)940, in Evergreen Park, Ill.,'he was the son of the
Jackson
St., P.O. Box 7100, Paducah, KY 42002-7100 or Oakv
Mrs. Thompson, 73, Benton, died Tuesday, Feb. 8, 2005, at 4:15
late Henry Coy Cullop and Normand Jurgensen Cullop.
Calvert
City,
KY
42029.
Nursing
and
Rehab.,
10456
US
Hwy
62.
p.m. during a private flight from the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jean Puckett Cullop. to %shorn he
Mrs. Garland, 81, Sharpe, died Tuesd.i'y, Feb. 8, 2005, at
Minn., to Paducah.
was married Nov. 27, 1992; one daughter, Mrs. Kimberly Douglas
Oakview Manor Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, Calvert City.
A retired secretary for Minter Roofing Company at Benton, she
and husband. Billy, Fancy Farn1; two sons. Jeffrey Cullop. Ly nn
A retired restaurant cook in Grand Rapids, Mich., she was a
was a member of Woodmen of World and Christian Fellowship
Grove, and William lames(Billy)Cnilop and wife. Lee. Dexter: one
member of Symsonia United Methodist Church.
Church.
stepdaughter, Ms. Rhonda Lee; Murray; two stepsons, David Lee
Born in Anniston, Mo.,'she was the daughter of the late Harley E.
One.sea.,Steve.Taconsuon, and one brother, Bobby Garland, both
and Jeffery Lee and wife, Cheri, all of Dexter; one sister, Mrs.
preoetiocl her in den& She was the daughter of the late John Garland Choate and Marean Brokaw Choate. Four sisters and one brother Juanita Hale. Nletamora, Ill.; nine grandchildren: six stepgr,iiiklchil
also preceded her in death.
and Gladys Pritchett Garland.
ciren.
Survivors include three daughters. Mrs. Judith Ann Storey,
Survivors include her husband, Charles Edward 'Thompson,
Hardin,
Mrs.
Melva
Sue
Benton; one daughter, Mrs. Cheryl Hammonds, two grandchildren,
Candice Hammonds and Jamie Hammonds, and two brothers. Billy Chambliss, Benton, and Mrs.
Jewell M. Jones, Wyatt, Mo.:
Garland and Johnny Garland, all of Dexter.
four sons, David Garland.
Ohatchee, Ala., James E.
Mrs. Reetta Phelps
Garland, Hardin. Andy Garland.
The funeral for Mrs. Reetta Phelps will be today (Friday) at I
Paducah, and Alan McGraw, St.
Funeral
Home,
Benton.
chapel
of
Filbeck-Cann
&
King
p.m. in the

Mrs. Sondra Burnett, 38, Eighth Street, Murray, died Thursday,
Feb. 10, 2005, at Vanderbilt Medical Center,
Nashville, Tenn.
'
Her death was from injuries sustained in a one-vehicle accident
on U.S. Hwy. 641 South, Murray, on Wednesday about 8:30 p.m.
She was born Feb. 7, 1%7, in Calloway County.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Quake measured at magnitude 4.2
shakes Arkansas, neighboring states
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CARAWAY. Ark.(AP)- A
small earthquake centered in
on
Arkansas
northeastern
Thursday rattled windows and
nerves across several states but
caused no major damage.
Shakes were felt as far away as
Memphis. Tenn., and in
Mississippi casinos.
A preliminary report from the
U.S. Geological Survey said the
quake that hit at 8:05 a.m. four
miles east of Caraway had a
magnitude of 4.2. A quake of
magnitude 4 can cause moderate
damage.
"I mean it was shaking," said
John Cannon, who was roused
awake by a 2 1/2-second rumble
50 miles south of the epicenter
in Memphis. "I thought someone got in the bed with me. IR
was strong."
The quake was centered in a
rural area just south of Milligan
Ridge in Mississippi County and
occurred at a depth of 10 miles.
The region is in the New Madrid
seismic zone, which covers portions, of Arkansas, Missouri,
and
Kentucky
Illinois,
Tennessee.
,
Milligan Ridge Fire Chief
Paul Bell said he received
reports from residents that the
quake sounded like a loud roar
followed by a loud boom that
fell like an explosion, followed
by 20 or 30 seconds of steady
ground shaking.
Window blinds and doors
shook and swayed in Milligan
Ridge. and 10 miles away in
Manila, telephone service was
briefly interrupted and residents
reported pictures falling from
• the walls.
Mississippi County sheriff's
dispatcher Helen Parker said the
switchboard lit up after the earth
rumbled.
"Calls were from curious
-.People who want to know what
It was." Parker said. -One called

to verify it to make sure his
daddy wasn't crazy."
Gamblers 70 miles to the
south at the casinos in Tunica,
Miss., reportedly felt the shake,
according to the Mississippi
Emergency
Management
Agency.
The New Madrid seismic
zone avas home to one of the
largest earthquakes ever to strike
in North America. It was centered at New Madrid, Mo., during a series of temblors in the
winter of 1811-1812. One was
estimated at magnitude 7.5 and
rang church bells in Boston.
The last major earthquakes
on the New Madrid fault were a
magnitude 6.6 in Charleston.
Mo., in 1895 and in Marked
Tree, Ark., in 1843, which was a
magnitude 6.3.

44 S. 9th St. • Mayfield, Ky
1-800-745-0732
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We bill for you ... Medicare,
Major Medical, Workman's Comp.,
Supplemental Insurance.

270-247-3232 or 247-3233
"Dedicated to prompt, friendly
service for over 65 years."
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Special evening planned
Monday at Calloway Middle

utfly4Ogef.C 0 in

King birthday celebrated

Moving can be
an undertaking
On the list of most stressful human experiences, moving ranks third behind having
eeath in the family and going
.
...
\ :;:
ugh a divorce.
Getting furniture and household items boxed, transported
and unloaded and unpacked
can be nerve-racking indeed, but
thanks to the Postal Service,
getting mail to a new home is
simple and easy.
The online Mover's Guide
ssis.com lets customers
www.u
at
file their change of address
directly with the Postal Service electronically. It even offers •
move-related information, products and ervices that can help

will be
"A Sweetheart of A Deal Night"
l on MonSchoo
e
Middl
y
Count
way
Callo
at
day from 5 to 8 p.m.
dance
The Student Council will sponsor a
parthe
while
gym
for $.5 a person in the
ng.
buildi
the
of
part
er
anoth
ents meet in
when
The first 100 kids will dance free
in the
their parents come to participate
.
Night
Deal
S
CCM
have
While the kids dance, parents will
ding
inclu
s
unitie
opport
of
d
asbor
a smorg
a catered meal.
be
"Laker Pride Goals for Success" will
prinS
CCM
en
Burke
the
By Jo
an open discussion led by
lon,
Community
cipal, Tawnya Hunter. Jeannetta McCal
foEditor
reading teacher, will speak about "Port
Beth
ts.
studen
the
to
are
lios" and how important they
"Peer Trends." A
Brockman, counselor, will speak about
Kraemer of
Dottie
discussion about "CATS" will be held.
PrevenAbuse
ance
Subst
for
ce
Allian
the Calloway County
am.
progr
tion will also be part of the evening's
d meal will be
Door prizes will be given and a catere
Power Program
t
Paren
n,
Barto
Trish
s.
parent
served to the
way CounCallo
the
of
n
Specialist and Title I Parent Liaiso
enough
have
to
order
"In
said
r,
Cente
rce
ty Family Resou
ns
perso
of
er
numb
the
food, we need to have an idea of
know
us
let
to
355
762-7
or
365
762-7
attending. Please call
you are coming if possible."

.whole endeavor go
make the
more smoothly and efficiently.
The web site can be used to
create a customizing moving
checklist, change local and long
distance
telephone service, update
email address with friends, and
notify the publishers of magazine subscriptions so a single
issue will not,be missed.
The sooner people start, the
easier and more successful a
move will be.
• To access Mover's Guide,log
on to www.usps.com and click
"Change Address" located on
the red bar at the top of the
screen.

Jo's
Datebook

EventReminders
comThe following is a reminder of events planned for the
Ledger it
y
Murra
the
in
hed
publis
ly
recent
Was
that
week
ing
Times:
of
Amanda Welch, daughter of Walter and Joyce Welch of
Morris
Hickman, and Chris Morris, son of Jerry and Jackie 2 p.m.
at
Lynnville, will be married Saturday, Feb. 12, 2005,
friends
and
es
relativ
All
lle.
.
Lynnvi
Christ
of
h
at Lynnville Churc
are invited

Photo provided

, Murray
Students in Ms. Tammy Diuguid's class
r King Jr.
Elementary, learned a lot about Martin Luthe
speech.
m"
and each student wrote an "I Have A Drea
songs
ng
singi
by
day
The group celebrated King's birth
his
rate
celeb
to
cake
a
about him and then enjoyed
P3
,
Clark
ah
Hann
by
ed
donat
birthday. The cake was
ah
Hann
is
red
Pictu
.
class
id's
Diugu
student, in Ms.
id.
Diugu
Ms.
and
Clark

Red Cross plans classes
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross will offer
its monthly second Saturday

SES5
HOU
OPEN
, Feb. 13, 200

"Community First Aid & Safety" course from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. Course fee is $50 which
includes all books and materials and certifications in Adult,
Child and Infant CPR as well
al First mid. Registration is
Writer's Potpourri v. ill
•
required by today at the Red
Saturday at 9:30 a.m.
meet
Cross Office at 607 Pbplar St.
Calloway County 'Pubthe
at
will
ly
CPR receriification-on
y. All interested
Librar
lic
be Thursday from 6 to 10 p.m.
invited.
are
s
writer
aat Weaks Center. For inform
ing is another
follow
The
tion call Holly Webb, Red Cross
by W.P. (Dub)
,ritten
4
poem
director at 753-1421.
Hurt released after the others

fly Charlie York

WritersPotpourri

Sun.
•1 to 3 p.m. to

109 North Dr.

Gene & Jo's Florist will be
4 CLOSING AT 5 P.M.,
FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 11th
due to illness.

r- 12
'
131 North Dr.
641 North, left on
• Coles Campground Rd.,
right on Wells Purdcrtfi;
right on Walston, left on to
North Drive.

We will reopen at 8 a.m. on
Monday, February 21st.

•
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gresh Cut glowerSpecial V
Only on Fridays beginning Friday, Feb. 25th!
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CASH lir.CARRY ONLY
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Realtors
a Loretta Jobs
301 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-1492

, FLOWERS
705 S. 4TH •'MURRAY • 753-4320
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had been published for Janurary. It is as follows:
No Tears Please
When I write a poem
I know not ..the reason
•
')
Some are amused but,
Then some will cry.
I am always pleased
By a little mirth
When they read my
poems
That are just plain down
to earth. _
When they begin to laugh
Then I can laugh some
too
I feel like for a momtl'ht
I've chased away their
bides. .
But when tears- roll down
their cheeks
And splatter on the floor
I swear I'll never
Write a sad poem any\
more.
..When they start crying
1 makes me feet so sad
I ask them if they like
my poem
Or, was it really all that
bad?
They assure me the poem
was neat
It made them think of
days gone by
When they pulled through
-the hard times
And that's what made
them cry.
Well I guess I'll keep on
trying
To do Mr level best
And if I get a'grin from
them
know 'I've stood the
test.

Unit will meet. at
Girl Scout Servicee'Urii
t will meet Monday
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SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB. 1SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT 8 SUN ONLY

me
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Register for
Valentine Gift Basket
and
2 Gift Certificates
to be given away.

le

20%

OFF
All Brighton
through Monday!

Pooh's Heffalamp Movie
G -12:4,5 - 2:25 - 4:05- 6:30 • 8:00 - 925
Boogeyman
PG13• 1:40 • 3:40' 7:30-9:25
Hide And Seek
R - 1:05 - 3:20 - 7:05 - 9:20
Hitch
7:20 - 9:45
PG13 1:25'3Wedding Date
PG13- 1:30 -1.10- 7:15- 9:15

rday
Valentine's dance onwillSatu
have its Valentine's dance

Murray Singles Organization
ng,
on Saturday from 7 to 11 p.m. at the Joe Creason Buildi
1600 Park Ave., Benton. DJ Gary Long will provide the music.
a
The cost will be $6. per person. Each one is asked to bring
snack to share. Murray Singles will provide coffee and soft
. For information call Jackie at 1-270-247-7'754, Helen at
• drinks
or Peggy at 753-8021.
141
761-3

Phantom Of The Opera
PG13 • 1:00 • 3:50 • 6:50 - 9:40
Coac# Carter
Pr.r1"3 - 9:30
Valentine's Gifts For Ages 2 to 100!

Are We There Yet
PG - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:25
.

71515. 12th St.(Across irosa Food Giant)
t s.

•••.• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••
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Engagement

Home Department of MWC

Photo provided
Serving as hostesses at the January meeting of the
Ho • Department of the Murray Woman's Club were,
fro left, Marjory Sanders, Bobbie Waters and Virginia
. A special craft project was directed by
Th.
o on. Tfie department will meet Feb. 17, at 1:30
p.m. at the club house with Michael Robinson to speak
about "Personald Residential Security."

Photo provided
Sonya Baker, right, and Marie Taylor presected a program
at the recent meeting of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.

Baker and Taylor perform
at department meeting

Swatzell and Orr
Rodger E. Swatzell land Lynn Crooks of Henderson announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Audra Lynn Swatzell, to Kevin Ray On son of James H. and
Carolyn On of Murray.,
Miss Swatzell is the granddaughter of the late William and
Jane Crooks of Henderson and of the late George and Esther
Swatzell of Cerulean.
Mr. Orr is the grandson of the late Lacey and Percy Towery and the late Milburn- and Willie Off, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Henderson County
High School and attended Murray State University. She is employed
at ,West View Nursing Home, Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County
--nigh School. He is employed by Smotherman Farms in Murray.
r
The couple will be married in a private ceremony in Paducah on Saturday, Feb. 26. 2005, at 3 p.m. -

Sonya Baker, professor of voice at Murray State University, presented a program of music at the January meeting of
the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club- at the
club house.
Accompanist for Baker was Marie Taylor, pianist.
Hostesses were Pat Miller, Kathy Mowery, Annie Nance,
Joann Niffenegger, Norma Paschall and Virginia Randolph.
The department will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club
house. The program will ,be "At the Keyboard with the Vaccas."
Serving as hostesses will be Kay Ray. Sondra Rice, Linda
roach, Jeanie Robertson, Amy Roos and Mary Ann Russell.

BirthAnneuncements
Jake
Jones
Riley

ServiceNews

6

nat

• et

Army National Guard Pvt. Jacob D. Scarbrough has graduated from the light-wheeled vehicle mechanic advanced individual training (AIT) course at Fort Jackson. Columbia. S.C.
The course is designed to train soldiers to perform maintenance, troubleshoot, and repair wheeled vehicles and related
mechanical components, including suspension systems, internal
combustion engines and power trains, spark and compressionignition engines, wheel-hub assemblies, hydraulic brake and
steering systems. and operate a wheeled vehicle crane, hoist
and winch assemblies
Scarbrough is a 2004 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
He is the son of Scott E. Scarbrough of Murray and Brenda K. Baillie of Winding Way, Dover. Tenn. His wife, Stacey,
is the daughter of Timmie R. Thorn of Lane Street, Dexter.

Jake Jones Riley

Since retiring, he has served
Rev. Charles Hal Shipley and
his wife, Jean, will be honored as interim pastor at Locust
Sunday with a recsption for his Grove Baptist Church and Oak
Grove Baptist Church, both near
50 years of ministry.
The reception will be held in Murray.
Bro. Shipley is the son of the
the Welcome Center of First
Baptist Church. Murray, from late Mr. and Mrs. Jake Shipley
of Murray. Mrs. Shipley is the
4:30 to 6 p.m. ,
Rev. Shipley. will bring the dadghter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
message at the 6 p.m. service Novis Ezell of Murray. They
Su
at First Baptist Church have two children. Karen
where h--b- was ordained in Langford and husband. Tim.
February 1955. First 'Baptist Hickman. and Kenny Shipley
Church and Hilltop Baptist and wife. Martha. Cadiz: and six
Church are joining together to grandchildren.
-\Everyone is invited to come
sponsor this event.
Bro. Shipley has served as by and share a Memory and. a
pastor of New Providence word of encouragement to the
Baptist Church and Spring Shipley couple on Sunday.
Creei,c Baptist Church. both in
Calloway County: Sacramento
Baptist Church in Sacrament.
Buffalo Lick Baptist Church and
Oak Grove Baptist Church, bgth
in Trigg County,

If pregnancy
were a book they
would cut the last
two chapters.

Theta Department of Murray
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Shipley couple will be honored
for 50 years of ministry Sunday

Mr. and. Mrs. Jason Wayne
Riley of 5034 Backusburg Rd..
Kirksey, are the parents of a
son, Jake Jones Riley, born on
Saturday, Oct. 30, 2004, at
5:14 .m. at Murray-Calloway
County ,Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
12 ounces and measured 21
1/2 inches. The mother is the
former Amanda Carol Jones.
Grandparents are Larry and
Edna Jones of Kirtsey and
Gary and Julie Riley of Mayfield.
•
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Rev. and Mrs. Charles Hal Shipley

JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photo
Pictured at the refreshment table at the January meeting of the Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club are, from left, Thelma Warlord, Rebecca Rutledge, Nettie
Bennett and Jan Hough, members, and Joan Adams and Sylvia Puckett, hostesses.
Pat McMullin, co-chairman, presided. Plans were announced for the Guest Night
dinner to be Feb. 21, at 6 p.m. at the club house. Reservations must be made by Feb.
14. Hostesses will be Virginia Chesser, Naomi Rogers and Cloia Campbell.

Bennett
NI
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Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entirc Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com
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Coming Soon'

The 18th Weeruns
Children's Consignment Sale I

Spring/Summer and Transitional clothing - everything but what you
woyld wear in the middle of winter (turtlenecks, holiday, coats, etc.)

February 22' - February 26'
*consignment sale of quality children's clothing, toys,
and equipment! Ladies Clothing Also!
Come see why over 1500 families have consigned
with Weerunsi
Call toll-free now to participate! 1-877-753-5551

4

11!

Or visit the website to get a number and details:
envitOyweerunss.om
Located on Hwy. 641 across from Dwain Taylor Chrwolat...
Look for tha rod and Aite striped buildint).
Thank you for your loyal patronage over the past 9 years!
I look forward to many more years together!
I•

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steadz income history
WE SHOW YOU:
• WO% loan, no money down
*Flexible. forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

LANA'S
Boutique 6 Bridal

(270) 753-7407

rdi

401 N. Lindell 4 Marof TN 4 /31-51310122

just Back From Morket....
cmd we're CLEAVI WC OVT our
store to woke room for new items!

G% off
OREVIDE!

0% off

251

Veieeted Items!
Feb./0- Cot., Feb.12

Jean-Marie's
colicpAe sifts & moru.,sromrrAino

1-800-363-4720

4' a

.°

I

.
10.PO
4
.
41.

-4..*

111 N. 12" St,
Suite B • Murray

406 S. 1211 Street

Murray, ICY

(270) 761-1480
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ADVENTISTSTIST

SEVENTH DAY ADVEN
Sat. 9:00 am.
Worship
Sat. 10.15 a m.
Sabbath ...sch‘fol

ANINLICAN

H
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURC
1.21.4 Mayfield Highway. Benton, KY 42(55
170-527-alar2
1000 a m
Serhce
a.Y1 Day Service, contact the Rector 25h.3:.189

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
H

HOPE HARBOR (tHUHi
Sunday Morning Worship P
Sunday Evening Worship 6.00 p.m.
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Bible Study

BAPTIST

NEW MT. CARMF.L MISSIONARY
11-00 a m
Morning Worskup4
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worstup
NORTHSIDE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

Don't Be A Grouch

NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

SINKING SPRING
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship..
6:00 p.m.
Evening WorshiP
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
• 11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Wo
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
.10 a.m.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
ST JOHN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worships ,
7 p.m.
Wednesday '
WEST FORK
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:00`p.m.
SundiV Evening.

As God's chosen people, holy and dearly loved
clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness,
humility, gentleness and patience.
N.I.V. Colossians 3:12

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 a.m
Sunday School
• 1030 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 cm. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 cm. & 6 p.m.
Worship/ •7 p.m.
Wednesday.

HAZEL BAPTIST
9:30 a:m.
Sunday School
10.30 am & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
4:30 p.m.
Church 'Traimng
700 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:45 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:03 p.m
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
10:00.8 m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
-Wednesday Night
T
CHRIS
OF
H
CHURC
KIRKSEY
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:59 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship •
Sunday & Wednesdaysl
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School .•
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC cHURCH
4:30 p.m.
Saturday
1030 a.m.
Sunday
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
5:15 p.m.
Saturday Mass
S a.m. & 11 a.m
Sunday Masses

HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service 11,60 a m & 6 p.m.
700 p.m.
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
. 11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
•
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
" 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Preaching
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
610:00 a.m.
Sunday School
. 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
LOCUST GROVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am. & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7 00 p.m_
Wednesday Worship
Lorre()AK PRIMITIVE
2:00 p.m
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTLST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

D
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITE
9:30 a.m
Worship
11:00 a it:
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT

OF THE LIVING GOD

SALEM BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11-a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
§COITS GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School .
. 1045 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Pi-ayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p.m.-I0 p.m.
Awakening

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
930 a.m
.
Sunday School
10:45 a.rn. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am. & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesliay.
HARDIN BAPTIST
,
8. 9. 15 & 10:30 a.rh.
Worship
S. 9,15& 10:30 a.m.
Sun Schools
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wed Worship_

PALESTINE UN/TED
10:00 a.m.
11.00 a.m.

Sunday School
Worship

GROVE

CHURCH
9:45 sm.
9:30 a.m. Sunday School
Our attitude and the way
Bible School
10:45 a.m.
p.m. Morning Worship
7
&
a.m.
1130
Worship
we treat others affects the
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
also
and
us
d
aroun
e
Friday Worship
peopl
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
H
CHURC
influences our own outlook
Sunday School
HARMONY MENNONITE
1000 cm.
Preaching
1 1,^2 roam west of Lfrin Grove
on life. Being nasty or
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
CHURCH
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME
grouchy serves no purpose
10:45 a.m
Worship
10:00 a in,
School
p.m
7:30
Sunday
Evening Service
and will not make our day
11.00 a.m.
MorningiService
R
any better or our tasks any
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTE
10:30 c
Sundays
easier. Being a grouch is just
7:00 p.m.
Wednesdays
one
no
and
MURRAY CHURCH
being mean,
945 am.
H OF GOD
CHURC
CA'S
School
AMERI
mean
a
Sunday
d
aroun
wants to be
16:45 a.m.
1408 Sycamore St
Worship
Morning
person. Someone that- • Sunday;
6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
(
6:30 p.m.
ude
attit
ive
posit
a
ops
devel
Wednesday Worship
MURRAY RESTORATION
and a pleasant personality
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
PENTECOSTAL
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
usually has a more enjoy10:15 a.m.
School
Sunday
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
able and contented life. We
11:00 a.m.
10:00 cm.
Worship
Sunday School
11 a.m & 5 p.m.
Worship
realize that someone's personality is normally devel
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
oped and formed at .an early age; however, being
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
be
to
us
help
can
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
CHIJRCH OF GOD
ations
inclin
ive
negat
our
of
aware
10:00 a.m.
9-30 a ni
School
Talk
Sunday
Public
quite
is
tive
asser
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
10.30 a.m. Church
better, more positive people. Being
Watchtower Study
7:00 p.m.
Bible,
Wednesday
—different from being mean and nasty. In the
or
mean
,
nasty
never
was
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
Jesus was assertive, but He
thing
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
ITARLANUEL LUTHERAN
obnoxious.1 God loves His people, and every
10:00 a.m.
School
for all
9:00 a.m. Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Bible Study
Worship Service
that He does is because of His great love
10:30 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
Worship
attier
Night
gentl
a
Sunday
show
and
smile
we
mankind. When
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
go
to
tude, we reflect God's love and things just seem
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
better.
BETHEL UNITED .
a m & 630 p.m.

OAK GROVE
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 cm. & 7 p.m.
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8:45 a.m & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
- Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.'
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
•
Sunday School .
.V-11.700 a.m.
Morrung Services
. 6:00 p.m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Service
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 845& 11am & 6:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training
EAIMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9:45 Cm.
Sunday School
Worship 5'30 & 10:55 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship'
6:45 p.m.
•
Evening Warship

LY
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMB
700 p.m
Thu.-a:lay Night
a.m
10:00
Sunday Morning
700 p.m
Sunday Evening
WSHIP
FELLO
UNITY OF FAITH
3 p.m
Sunday
7 p.m.
Wednesday

AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Svudy Sunday'
7 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
900 a.m.
Sunday School
.1015 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
10:30 a.m.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Service
Evening
1030 a.m.
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.m.
2nel Wednesda

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
_ Al:00 a.m.
Bible School
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Warship
•
CHRIST
OF
COLDWATER CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
.7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday

NEW CONCORD
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 p.m.
Wednesday • .
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
Y
VALLE
ANT
PLEAS
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
1dti5 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 a.m., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
1015 cm.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

Morning Worship
Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sun, Night

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
PRQMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
200 p.m.
Sunday PM
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday PM

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun, Night

UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
pNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

CHURCH OF JESUS CREST
OF LAMB DAY SAINTS

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
12:10 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10.30 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
500 phi.
Sunday Worship
5 15 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

INDEPENDENT

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
FREEDOM HOUSE
10:30 a.m.
• Sunday Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 6:00 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
10 a.m.
Sun. Celebration Services
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services

11 00

Worship

9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
ROUND
COLE'S C
8:50 a.m
Worship Servtice,PG
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

FAITH TABERNACLE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am. & 7 p.m.
Worship
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training 7 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Worship

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m
Saturday Evening
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8:45 & 11 a.m.
Worship
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

.
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Warlike*
7"psua.
Worship
Wednesday
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
'CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p.m
Worship Service

GOSHEN METHODIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
9:45 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship

INDEPENDENGE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 cm.
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY UNITED' 10:00 a-m.
,
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

PRESBYTERIAll
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.m
Stinday School
10:45 a.m
WorsIpp

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
LYNN GROVE
II.pk!otn.
9:30 a.m. Worship Service
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Church School
E
'
NORTH PLEASANT-GROV
10:00 am
Sunday School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNTTED
11.00 cm
95)0 a.m. Worship
Worship Service
10:30 cm.
Sunday School
RLAND
OAK GROVE CUMBE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
a.m
- 10:00 a.m
10:00
Sunday School
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
11 a.m & 6 p m
Worship Service
Morning Worship
MT.CARMEL
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School

UNITY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m. & 630 p.m
Worship

Thornton Tile and Marble

c

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

ten2)-ate

A Omiscias
-Reffee/wee Cwwwewty

• Lace

"t"

(111)

Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1555

00; Glendale
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The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8
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Various churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Emmanuel Baptist: Dr. Paul
E. McWherter, pastor, will
speak about "The ArreSt of
Jesus" with scripture from Mark
14:53 at the 11 a.m. worship
service and about "Falling in
Love" %jai scripture from
Revelation 2:4 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley BaizeIj, minister, will speak about "A Match
Made in Heaven?" with scripture from Genesis 24 at the 10
a.m. worship service. Members
of the -..University Chnstian
Student Center will be in charge
of the 6 p.m. worship service.
Assisting Sunday morning will
be David Taylor, Bobby Martin
and Pthilip Maxwell. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and
Jeremy Swindle is youth and
family minister. Bible classes
will begin at 9 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor,
will speak at the 10 a.m. worship
service and also direct children's
church. Brian Maynard will be
the pastor's assistant. Bobby
West and Bobby Etheridge will
serve as greeters. Tina Sexton
will direct the choir with Pat
Brunn, Renee Doyle and Carla
Halkias as accompanists. After
the worship service, everyone is
invited to a Valentine dinner,
sponsored by the youth.
Donations will be accepted for
the building fund. Sunday
School with Michael Brunn as
superintendent will be at 9 a.m.
The Sunday night Bible Study
and youth groups of ICirksey and
Goshen churches will meet at
Goshen at 6 p.m. Featured will
be group singing followed by
one individual from Goshen and
one individual from Kirksey
presenting their testimony or
speaking on a subject they
choose.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
and Mrs. Bill Clark Thomas,
Southern Baptist tnissionaries to
Singapore and Malaysia will
speak at the 10:30 a.m. worship
service. The Rev. Glynn M. On.
pastor, will speak about
"-Embracing a Biblical Chrianair
World View - What About
Satan?" with scripture from
Ephesians 6:10-20 and 1 Peter
5:5-11 at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Tommy Scott is minister of music. The ladies choir
will sing "Be Magnified" with
Jill Herndon as soloist and
__Lucretia Thompson will present
special music at the morning
hour. Tla Milgate will present
special music at the evening
Mtn% Kim Oatman and Bob
Wallace, deacons of the week,
will assist. Shelly Harris is minister of children and Eric
Miracle is minister of students.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: The
Rev. Dr. Chad Foster, pastor,
will speak about "Jesus Tempted
By The Devil" with scripture
from Matthew 4:1-11 at the
10:30 awn. First Sunday in Lent
worship service. Sunday School
and Adult Bible Class will be at
9 a.m. and social hour at 9:45
.a.m. During the season of Lent,
preceding Easter, soup suppers
will be at 6 p.m. and worship at
7:15 p.m. each Wednesday
beginnuig Feb. 9th and running
through Holy Week.
Memorial Baptist: Dr,
James Simmons, pastor. will
speak about "Going Two by
Two" with scripture from Mark
6:1-1 at the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
services and about "Conquering
Criticisln" with scripture from
Mark 7:1-2 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Paul Adams is
Music director with Kathy
Thweatt and Misty Williams as
accompanists. The sanctuary

It i8 wonderful
how much time
good people
spend fighting
the devil. If
they would only
expend the •
same amount of
energy loving
their fellow men,
the devil would
die in his own
tracks of ennui.
-Helen Keller

choir will sing "Search Me 0
God" at the second morning
service. Wayne Cathey will recognize deacons and yokefellows; Dee Dee Cohoon, Wilma
Billington and Paula Crouse will•
recognize G.A. Mentors; and
Diane Basiak
will have
Children's Time. Assisting will
be Jeff •Craves and Mark
Cohoon, who is director of
Sunday School at 9:40 a.m.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about "What Can We
Believe About Satan?" with
scripture from Mark 1:9-13 at
the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship
services. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is
minister of music with Joan
Bowker as organist and Tracy
Leslie as pianist. Bowker and
Wurgler, pianist, will play a
duet. "Lamb of God" at the first
service. The Cherub Choir,
directed by Elizabeth Hutchins,
will sing two songs; His KIDS
Choir, directed,. by Kristin
Shepard, will sing one song, and
Jennifer Riley will give the children's moments at the second
service. The Rev. Emily Burch,
assistant pastor, will assist,
along with Alex p1aik1Worth and
Kristin
McNtatt, --' acolytes.
Church School Will be at 9:50
a.m. and Blood Drive from noon
to 3 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale. pulpit minister, will speak about "With All
Your Heart" with scripture from
Matthew 22:34-40 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. David Ryan
and Chad Lawson will speak
give a Mexico Mission Report
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Jerald
Sykes and
Terry
McCallon will lead the singing.
Assisting will be Bob Hargrove.
Frank' Brandon. Rodney Lowe.
Justin Lewis, Nick Hutchens,
Blake Hoover and Alan Martin.
Other ministers are Garry
Evans, Involvement, Alan
Martin, Outreach, and Nick
HutchenswA short worship service will be at 5 a.m.. and Bible
Study at 10:15 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen. senior minister, will
speak about "The Little Things
We Do---Really Matter!" with
scripture from Romans 5:17 at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service.
Mark Dycus is minister of music
with Julie Warner, Donnie
tiendrix and Judith Hill as musi-cians2 The chancel choir will
sing "Our Father." Laura Lee
Winchester. director of children's ministries, will give the
childre_n's sermon. Assisting will
he Vera Melone, worship leader:
Tony Boone and Dave Eldredge,
elde, and Kim Campbell, Tory
Daughnty, Nancy Dycus, -Jan
Fuqua, Carmen Garland and
Terry Hart. diaconate.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist: The Rev.
Joey Reed, pastor, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service.
Assisting will be Sabrina
Jackson and Travis Martin,
acolytes; Deanna Alderson,
nursery; Linda Hutson, children's time; Doyan and Cana
Jennings, greeters; Karen Coles,
Clark,
Valerie
Rhonda
McGinnis and Dianne Clark,
ushers:. Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m.
Coldwater
Church
of
Christ: Richard Guill, minister,
will speak about "Step Four to
Spiritual Downfall" with scripture from Jeremiah 3:1-3, 6:15
at the 10:15 a.m. worship service and about "Corinth, A City
of Immorality" with scripture
from"! Corinthians 6:9-11 at the
6 p.m. service. Kevin Smith will
be song leader.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Ray, pastor, will speak about
"Always Love" at the 8:30 and
10:55 a.m. wor'sloservices.
Joetta Kelly, tritter of preschool and children, will give
the children's sermon and Scott
Winkler will give the Prayer
'Driven Journey Emphasis at

both morning services. Mike
Crook is associate pastor of
music and worship with
Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray
as accompanists, assisted by the
Worship Team. Jennifer Wann
will sing "Gloriallit both services. The sanctuary choir will sing
"I Will Worship You with 'I
Exalt Thee— at the second service. when the ordinance of bapof James Saylor and
Christine Hinkebein will be
observed. Assisting will be Don
Herndon and Gary W. Jones,
deacons of the week, and David
Parker and Lisa Ray. The Rev.
Hal Shipley will speak at the 6
p.m. worship service for Hilltop
and First churches; Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m. and a
reception in honor of Rev. and
Mrs. Shipley will be from 4:30
to 6 p.m. in the welcome center.
Boyd Smith is associate pastor
of Students, and leads University
worship at 8 p.m. at The Net
building.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
The Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak about "Crucial
Confessions" with scripture
from Romans 5:12-19 at the 11
a.m. worship service. David
Bogard is choir director with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
The choir ,will sing "I Shall Not
Be Moved.".Children and Youth
Time will be observed. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
West Fork Baptist: The Rev.
Wayne Carter, pastor, will speak
at both the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship serviceS. He will speak
about "A portrait of Love" at the
morning hour when he will also
give the children's. sermon.
Alvin Usrey will be music director with Cyndy Satterwhite and
Janet Arnold as musicians who
will present special music.
Nathan Williams, youth minister, will assist. Sunday School
with Phillip Bazzell as director
will be at 10 a.m. The youth will
meet at 6 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "The Repeating of
An Old Sin" with scripture from
Genesis 20:1-18 at the 8:45 and
11 a.m. worship services and
about "Be Careful What You
Say" with scripture from
Exodus 20:16 at the 6 p.m. service. Mark Hardison will lead the
worship services with Hazel
Brandon, Susan Reynolds,
Missy Waldrop and Carol Kelly
as accompanists. Sunday School
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.
First Presbyteria • The
Rev. Ann Marie Montgo
co-pastor, will speak about
Great Temptation"
kripture-from Matthew 4:1-11 at the

10:45 a.m. worship service
Grafriger Odum is substitute
_choir director with Lee Kern as
pianist. Caroline Jones and
Sarah Ledbetter will sing a duet,
"Lamb of God." Assisting N.dl
be Jean Lindsey, Carol Allen
and Rosemary Moore, ushers,
Harry Conley, Charlie Miller
and Jack Belote, Communion
servers. Adult Sunday School
will be at 9:15 am., Rush, Youth
and Children's Sunday School at
9:30 a.m., Korean worship at 4
p.m., Confirmation Class at 5
•• d
p.
Contemplative
Wors
ring Lent at 7 p.m.
Grace Baptist: The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham. pastor.
will speak arthe 10:45 a.m. and
6 p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music with
Oneida White, Dean Stephenson
and Kathy Garrison as accompanists. John Mark Roberts will
give the children's sermon.
Sherida Gentry will sing a solo
at the morning hour. Jason
Carroll is minister of youth.
Assisting will be Jimmy Hale,
deacon of the week, and Brice
Ratterree, Gene Collins, Allen
Leslie and Kevin Phillips, ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Prayer meetings at
5:30 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist: The Rev. Mark
Roberts. pastor, will speak about
"Forgiveness From God and For
Others" with scripture from
Matthew 6:9-15 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Diana Tatlock
is songleader with Jessica Su as
pianist. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. A Lenten "Upper Room"
study will be at 7 p.m.
Wednesday.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: The Rev. Mark
Roberts, pastor, will speak about
"Forgiveness From God and For
Others" with scripture from
Matthew 6:9-15 at the 9 a.m.
worship.
Ralph
service.
Robertson will be song leader,
Ricky Cunningham is pianist
and will play a special,"Great Is
Thy Faithfulness." Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. Bible
Study on "The Purpose Driven
Life" will be Tuesday at 9:30
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr.
Todd Buck, pastor, will speak at
the 8:45 a.m. traditional and 11
a.m. contemporary worship
services: and at the 6 p.m. worship service. Craig Keene is
music director with Emma Dean
Clayton and Glenda Rowlett as
accompanists,' assisted by the
Praise Worship Team. The choir
will sing a special at the 8:45
service. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and Discipleship
Training for all ages at 5 p.m.

CHURCHES
Bell City Baptists
held each Sunday
Southern gospel music, led
by Bob Nance, composed of
solos, duets, quartets sets the
tempo for the 5:30 p.m. service
each Sunday at Bell City Baptist
Church.
The music program is fot-

lowed by a Bible message by
Pastor William Dodson.
The church is located on St.
Rt. 97, four miles south of Trcity on Highway 94. The public
is invited.

• yaw you've got a choke of 4 days
to asisbrek Valentine's...Friday, Feb. 11th,
Saturday, Feb. 121h, Sunday, Feb. 1311i
or Monday. Feb. 141fil
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Jaimie Murdock, right, a member of St. John's
Episcopal Church Youth Group, accepts a donation
from Tony Cantarella, a member of the congregation.
The youth collected donations from the congregation
on "Souper Bowl" Sunday and sent the money to Need
Line. In addition to collecting money, 11 members,of
the youth group and one adult spent a morning working at Need Line
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Menus for the various lunchr
s•\ of the Murray City and
Calloway County Schools ha been released by:. Marie Stalls
and Patsy Woodall, food set' cc directors respectively, for the
week of Feb, 14-18.
Murray City Schools vs ill not he in session on Feb. IS.
The menus are as follov.s.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - cinnamon
pastries: Wednesday - pancake and sausage on stix. Thursday - biscuit and gravy. Lunch - (fresh and canned fruits.
vegetables and milk available daily) Monday - hamburgers,
burritoes; Tuesday - 'chef salad with crackers, ham and cheese
sandwich; Wednesday
vegetable beef soup.. chicken sandwich; Thursday - sack lunch - hot dog, peanut butler and
jelly sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereal. milk and juice available
daily) Monday - Honey bun; Tuesday - French toast sticks:
Wednesday - breakfast pizza: Thursday - muffins. Lunch
(fresh and canned fruits, vegetables and milk available daily)
Monday - chicken nuggets. peanut butter sandwich; Tuesday
- beanie weenies, ham and cheese sub, Salisbury steak with
roll; Wednesday_ - taco salad, Chuckwagon sandwich, grilled
cheese sandwich: Thursday - chicken noodle casserole,'chef
salad with crackers. French bread pizza.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, milk and juice available
daily) Monday - pancake and sausage on stick: Tuesday biscuit and gravy; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday sausage and biscuit. Lunch (pizza, cheeseburgers, hamburgers, fresh and canned fruits, vegetables and milk available
daily) Monday - breaded chicken sandwich, turkey and cheese
sub: Tuesday - taco salad bar. Mexican pizza. chef salad;
Wednesday - Salisbury steak with gravy, chicken salad plate;
Thursday - chili with cheese stix, chef salad with crackers.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool - breakfast - (milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit, fruit juice; Tuesday - breakfast pizza, fruit juice:
Wednesday - cereal, cinnamon toast, fruit juice; Thursday egg, bacon and cheese wrap, fruit juice. Lunch - Monday Domino's pizza, whole kernel corn, tossed salad with dressing; Tuesday - chicken nuggets. creamed potatoes with gravy,
glazed carrots, roll: Wednesday - ravioli casserole. California
blend vegetables, tossed salad with dressing. Texas toast;
Thursday - hot ham and cheese sandwich, raw veggies with
dip, orange wedges. pickle.
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal,'toast. freVi fruit, fruit juice
and milk available daily) Monday - sausage gravy with biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast sausage pizza: Wednesday - scrarribled eggs. hashbrowns. toast: Thursday - sausage biscuit:
Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit.. Lunch (chef salad. vegetables, fruit and milk available daily) Monday - steak nuggets
with roll, chicken patty sandwich, peanut butter. and jelly sandwich; Tuesday - oven fried 'chicken with roll, roast beef and
Swiss 'sandwich, gnlled cheese sandwich; Wednesday - taco
salad with cheese and corn bread., Laker wrap, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich; Thursday - chicken tajita. cheeseburger,
grilled cheese sandwich; Friday - stuffed crust pepperoni pizza,
tuna salad sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (yogurt, fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk
available daily) Monday - sausage and pancake on sick with
syrup, Tuesday - breakfast pizza: Wednesday - steak biscuit;
Thursday - scrambled eggs. hashbrowns and toast: Friday sausage biscuit. Lunch - (chef salads, vegetables, fruit and
milk available daily) Monday - chili cheese cnspto. submanne
sandwich. pizza: Tuesday - steak nuggets with roll, turkey
club wrap, ham and cheese sandwich:. Wednesday - taco
salad with Mexican corn bread, bar-b-que ribette/hoagre. pizza:
Thursday - grilled bar-b-que chicken patty with roll, hamburger, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, Friday - foot long chili
dog. turkey club, pizza.
High - Breakfast (Pop Tarts. Danish. muffins, donuts, fruit
juice and milk available daily) Monday - pancake and sausage
on sick with syrup: Tuesday - chicken biscuit: Wednysday steak biscuit: Thursday - biscuit with sausage 'gravy, Friday
- French toast sticks with syrup. Lunch - (vegetables, fruit.
cold sandwit'.hes, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, hamburgers. cheeseburgers, fnes, chef salads. pizza, fruit dnnks,
tea and milk available dailyl Monday - Oriental chicken with
egg roll, nbette on hoagie;'Tuesday - cream of potato soup
with pizza sticks, chicken patty sandwich: Wednesday - oven
fried chicken with roll, turkey club, Thursday - chili cheese
potato with breadsticks. Chuckwagon sandwich: Friday- spaghetti with Texas toast, chicken salad sandwich.
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AP Poll: Older Americans key to slip

10A • Friday, February II. 2005

January. but now 54 percent disappro‘e and 45 percent approve.
Thepumber who think the country is headed down the wrong
track increased from 51 percent
to 58 percent in the past month.
The survey wasn't all badibr
the Bush administration: People
are slightly more optimistic
about the possibility of a stable,
.
democratic Iraq.
The poll, conducted for the
AP by Ipsos-Public Affairs, was

By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
public's confidence in President
Bush's job performance and the
nation's direction has slipped in
the opening weeks of his second
term, particularly among people
50 and older, according to an
Associated Press poll.
Adults were evenly divided
on Bush's job performance in
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The AP-Ipsos consumer confidence index found people were
less optimistic about the economy generally, a dip that comes
after reports of sluggish job
gains and increasing interest
rates.
"I voted Republican, but it
looks like things are going
downhill," said Kenny Sproull
of Lexington. Ga., who works in
construction. "I'm a selfemployed contractor and a lot of
Mexicans are moving into the
state. We can't compete with
them price-wise."
Most Republicans were
strongly supportive of Bush and
his policies.
"I agree with almost everything President Bush says," said
Beverly Bowman, a nurse who
lives near Phoenix. "I think the
Social Security thing has to be
fixed."
The poll was a taken at a time
that some leaders in both parties

troops.
have begun to question elements
Many in the public are not
to
sal
propo
s
of the president'
ing the full. Iraq story. said
Ng*t
change Social Security, said
Republican William Reid of
Robert Shapiro, a specialist on
Columbus, Ohio.
polling and politics at Columbia
Reid watches for newscasts
University. During that time,
that he says "tell the real story
details of Bush's proposed 2006
the good things that are
budget cuts have been emerging. about
over there, about solning
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taken after the president's State
of the Union address and the
elections in Iraq and at the start
of a heated debate over creating
Security
Social
personal
•
afcounts.
Older Americans, especially
those 65 and above, were most
responsible for the declining
confidence and approval numpeople
Middle-aged
bers.
between 30 and 50 were about
evenly split on Bush's job performance.
"It looks like people are
reacting to the. State of the
Union and plans to change
Social Security," said Charles
Franklin, a political scientist
of
University
the
from
Wisconsin-Madison.
The AP poll did not ask about
Social Security, although oply
four in 10 in the poll said they
approved of BUsh's handling of
domestic policy in general. And
a majority of people disapproved of his handling of the
economy.
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Paducah Symphony Chorus
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Chorus
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Mozart
Violin Concerto no. 5

Rachmaninoff
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Symphony

Solemn Vespers
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First Baptist Church. Paducah

PEPPERS TOYOTA
2420 E Wood St.
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N. Korea demands direct dialogue with U.S.

wil
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Bring Your Sweetheart For
A Sweetheart 014 Deal!!
As the cost of new vehicle prices increase, we are
honoring you with lower purchase prices.

rt
)
iVCO Al
C
(36 To 60 Months Financing) On 2005 Chevrolet: Silverado, Avalanche,
TrailBlazers & Ext., Tahoki>Suburban, GMC: Sierra, Envoys, Yukons,
Denali (Not compatible with GM cash rebate or GM Bonus cash)

All 2005 Models in dealer st,pck have been reduced to bottom dollar price.
price to you... GREAT SAVINGS. SHOP AND
You may even qualify for additional GM BONUS CASH to even LOWER, the
COMPARE...
you to drive by, shop and compare. And
Every vehicle has our "LOW" bottom dollar price in the windshield for
GM incentives not shown on our everyday
remember you may also qualify for additional GM Bonus Cash and other
banner price.
We will shop to get you the best financing rate
No hassle...we can handle all of your financing needs right here also.
great GM Cash incentives today.
available and keep more money in your pocket. Take advantage of the

2005 GMC - CANYON #140437

2005 GMC ENVOY SLE #139831
hm-eelheeirl Price

$24 028
(After GM cash rebate &
Bonus Cash) OR CHOOSE
0% APR 36 to 60 mos
add back incentive
of $2500.00)

seat,

2wd, 4 dr., inline 6 cyl., automatic, tilt, cruise, windows, locks, power
at this
Onstar & more...MSRP $31,515.00. 'Variety of colors but limited supply
special price.

Regular cab,5 cyl., 5-speed, tilt, cruise, power windows and locks,
control and more...MSRP $20,805.00

traction

2005 CHEVROLET IMPALA #128144

2005 GMC SIERRA SLE 1500 CREW
4 DR. CAB #128596
••••f•eilieferl Price

S wee t hea rt Pried.

s24 328

$

(After GM cosh rebate & GM
Bonus Cash) OR CHOOSE
0% APR 36 to 60 mos.
(odd back incentives
of $3500 00)

17,233

(After GM cash rebate &
GM Bonus Cash)

SLE
2wd, 4 dr., V8, auto., lock differential, id. pkg., 17" aluminum wheels,
.00
$31,455
MSRP
cloth.
ray
decor, silver-g

2005 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS #107957

CD &
4 dr. Sedan, 6 cyl., auto., power seat, tilt, cruise, windows, locks,
more...MSRP $23,475.00

2005 CHEVROLET COLORADO EXTENDED
CAB #127434
Sweetheart Priee

s20 055
(After GM cash rebate)

(After GM cash rebate &
GM Bonus Cash)

4 dr., 6 cyl., auto., sunroof, spoiler, power seal, remotili starter & more...

MSRP $23,680.00

2 wd,5 cyl., automatic, tilt, cruise, power windows and locks.
MSRP.$24,450.00

s. Sales tax and tag not
Offer expires 2/28/05. Rebates based on GM South Central Region resident

included. Low GMAC APR based on approved credit.

IMIMC
OR
YL
TA
nem DWAIN
CHEVROLET-GMC, INC.
"We Are Professional Grade"

How To Do Business With Us...
Us (270) 753-2617 or Toll Free at 1-800-207-9516
1. Drive By and See Us dt Hwy. 641 South, Murray, KY 2. Call
3. Fax Us at (270) 753-1629 4. E-mail Shelia at Shelia@dwaintaylor.com.
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PEBBLE BEACH

Long-hitting Lefty keeps it low
•1

AP Photo

New York Yankees first
baseman Jason Giambi
gestures as he talks to the
media Thursday at Yankee
Stadium in New York.

Giambi
but dodges
steriod talk
By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Columnist
Jason Giambi is sorry.
Sony.
Sony.
Sorry.
So sorry, that he'd alreadY
apologized five times in five
minutes to TV reporters before
somebody had the good sense to
ask him exactly what he was
apologizing for.
"I'm sorry," Giambi began,
"that I can't get into bigger
specifics for you guys and hopefully, someday I will. Because of
the legal issues that are going
on, you know, it would be a lot
easier. But I hope everybody
understands this is the position
I'm in.
"I'm trying to do the best I
can and say I'm sorry. That's the
best I can do and," he added,
probably sensing that he was
close to a personal best, "I apologize for that."
-Rarely has so much contrition yielded so little information
-- and even less respon&ibility.
But that's the sorry sffite Majot
League Baseball finds itself in a
week before pitchers and catChers report. Nobody still knows
nothin'. Evelybody is still sorry.
You'd hear the same story
eavesdropping
at
Tony
Soprano's "Bada-Bing" club
any afternoon.
So go ahead, throw all those
spring-training previews back in
a drawer. The real suspense this
season won't be whether the
Red Sox or Yankees added
enough pricey new pieces to win
the World Series. It will be
whether anybody inside baseball
can muster the courage to
answer the question that is
shredding the game's credibility.
And the only place people are
even working on it is the federal
prosecutor's office in San
Francisco.
That office, is just down the
road from the how-infamous
BALCO Lab, where a raid by
investigators in September 2003
lifted the lid on the worst-kept
secret in baseball. It's even closer to the grand jury room that
Giambi strolled in..tone morning last winter andnburdened
himself of most of what he knew
about steroids. There were plenty of sordid details, according 4
teimony leaked to newspapers,
but who knows? He might be
holding back the best stuff for a
tell-all book of his own. Either
way, Giambi wasn't about o
share any of it with the fiiedia
summoned to Yankee S adium
on Thursday for his performance.
A few minutes into it, somebody asked whether Giambi,
like former Oakland A's teammate Mark McGwire, would
claim to have been truthful
when discussing his steroid use
in the past.
, "I can't get into specifics," he
said for the umpteenth time.
"But one thing I'll tell you is
when I went in front of the grand
jury% I told the truth."
Smart man.
But lying to the public has
consequences, toe, as baseball
may yet find out. The rest of us
are already resigned to the fact
that the last 15 years of baseball
have been juiced; what we need
to know now is how juiced? We
can make our own decisions
from there.
Everyone inside the game is
always boasting about its continuity, and about how the chance
to compare ballplayers and their

PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP) — Phil Mickelson
made one birdie from the ice plant, another one from the
cart path. What he noticed about his course-record 62 at
Spyglass Hill was that most of his birdies came with a
wedge in his hand.
"Honestly, I've never driven it this far," Mickelson
said Thursday.
Nor has he gone so low so often.
One week after his PGA Tour career-low 60 carried
him to victory in Phoenix, Mickelson made 10 birdies
on the toughest course in the rotation to build a threeshot lead in the Pebble Beach National Pro-Am, the
largest margin after one round at this tournament in 27
years.
"An awesome round of golf," said Charles Howell
III, one of five players whose 65 on a pristine day at
Pebble Beach was only good for second place.
Kevin Sutherland shot a 65 at Poppy Hills, so he didn't see Mickelson's round.
But he heard it.
"Wts were on the 18th tee, and it's amazing to say
this, but we heard a roar," Sutherland said. -That's got to
be a couple miles away. We heard it pretty easily, and I
thought it can only be one person. I'm not sure it was

him, but a 62 at Spyglass? I'm sure it was."
These days, who else could it be?
The Masters champion is making plenty of noise. It
started with a 59 in the Grand Slam of Golf in Hawaii
last November, then came the 60 at.the FBR Open last
week.
This might have been theanost impressive of all.
Even though it was a prefect day on the Monterey
Peninsula, with barely a trace of wind and beautiful blue
skies, Spyglass Hill is one considered one of the most
difficult courses in northern California. As long as
Mickelson is hitting the'ball, he turned it into a pitchand-putt.
"I was able to hit wedge into (No.)8," he.said. "I've
never hit wedge into 8. I hit a drive on II that gave me
a 4-iron in there, which I've never done."
His 62 broke by tsvo shots the previous record at
S'pyg4.ss, last set by David Bergtuno in 2001.
Better yet, it gave,him a three-shot lead over Howell,
Sutherland: Davis Love III, Daniel Chopra arid Hunter
Mahan. 11 was the largest first-round lead in the AT&T
Pebble Beach National Pro-Am since Tom Watson led
by three after the opening round in 1978.

AP Photo

Phil Mickelson follows his shot from the bunker
onto the first green of the Spyglass Hill Golf
Course during the first round of the AT&T
Pebble Beach National Pro-Am in Pebble
Beach, Calif., Thursday.

AP Photo

Tennessee's
Brittany
Jackson (25) cuts around
Louisiana State's Seimone
Augustus (33) in the first
hail in Baton Rouge, La.
Thursday night.
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MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8 Times photo

Murray State freshman Shane Dansby goes up for a shot in the lane against Tennesee Tech defenders, Anthony
Fisher (2), Ben Jacobson (3), and Derek Stribling (21) in the first half Thursday night at the RSEC. Dansby finished
with three points. Fellow teammate lssian Redding looks on.

Home Sweet Home?
Murray State loses second straight
home game; falls into four-way
tie for second place in OVC
By SCOTT NANNEY

Sports Editor
• , If winning home games is
the key to capturing a conference championship, the Murray
State Racers are headed in the
wrong direction.
For the „first time since
January 2003,. the Racers have
lost two straight games at the
Regional Special Events Center
after Thursday's 72-68 defeat to
visiting Tennessee Tech.
With the loss, Murray (12-9,
7-4 OVC) fell into a four-way
tie for second place in a wacky
Ohio Valley Conference race;
which saw home teams drop
four of five games during last
night's league-wide action.
The Racers, who had a
chance to claim a share of the
league lead less than a .week
ago, now find themselves one
loss away from falling all the
way to sixth place in the standings as a nationally-televised
(ESPN2)showdown with archrival Austin Peay looms
Saturday at I p.m.
Meanwhile, the Golden
Eagles (13-9, 8-3) soared into a
fist-place tie with SaMford
(13-9, 8-3), which fell to visiting Eastern Kentuck 56-53 at
Seibert Hall in nmingham.
Ala.
Murray's recent fall from
grace has resulted from defensive lapses and an inability to
execute offensively with the
game on the line. Those problems proved costly in last
Saturday's loss to Southeast

Missouri State. and they
showed up again on Thursday.
Tech was able to turn 16
Racer turnovers into several
easy fast-break baskets. MSU's
half-court defense also crumbled down the stretch as9kilden
Eagle
teammates L Derek
Stribling and Kyon Boyd managed to beat the Racers off the
dribble twice in the final three
minutes to produce easy baskets.
The Golden Eagles shot 50
percent (I 3-of-26) from the
floor and scored 45 points in
the final 20 minutes. Tech finished the contest at 45 percent
(23-of-51) shooting from the
field.
Murray's deficiencies drew
the ire of head coach Mick
Cronin, who spent, nearly two
hours talking to his team in the.
locker room following the
game.
Cronin *as unavailable for
comment to the media, but did
release a statement through the
school's sports information
department.
-Turnovers beat us," he said.
"We had 16 turnovers that led
to too many easy baskets for
Tech. We had numerous wasted
opportunities on the offensive
end and didn't put them away.
You can't waste good chances
against a team like Tennessee
Tech."
.
Murray and Tech were in a
nip-and-tuck battle the entire
evening, as the Racers carried a
33-27 advantage into the half-

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8 Times photo

Issian Redding scored a game-high 19 points for Mdrray
State‘Thursday night at the RSEC including this bucket
over Tennessee Tech's Willie Jenkins.
time break. MSU led by eight
twice in the early minutes of the
second half, but neither ter
held more than a five-point
edge for the remainder of the
contest.
The squads were deadlocked

a

at 58-58 — the sixth tie of the
half — with just 5:53 remaining. But Mitotic Clark turned
the game in the Golden Eagles'
favor with two easy transition
layups off a pair of Racer .

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP)
Seimone Auguslus an
Sylvia Fowles considered going
to Tennessee.
Both ended up at LSU, and
on Thursday night it made all
the difference for the top-ranked
Lady Tigers.
Augustus scored 25 points
and .Fowles finished with 17
rebounds and five blocked shots,
helping. LSU beat No. 5
Tennessee _0-58
in
a
Southeastern Conference showdown.
Tennessee coach Pat Summitt
could only heap praise on the
players that got away. starting
with Fowles.
"She really controlled a lot of
the defensive side." Summitt
said'. "She made a difference
with her size and ability to block
shots. It is a devastating blow
when the hall winds up in the,
fourth row of the bleachers." /
It was the first time LSU (22-'
1,8-0) beat Tennessee (18-4,8I) in two years. The loss
snapped a 10-game, Winning
streak for the Vols and a 42game SEC regular-season winning streak that dated to a loss at
Vanderbilt on Feb. 2, 2002.
With a sellout crowd looking
on, the Tigers shot 52 percent.
including almost 58 percent in
the second half, while holding
Tennessee to 31 percent from
the field.
Scholanda Hoston scored 16
for the Tigers,
Shanna
ZolMan
led
Tennessee with 21 points. Nicky
Anosike had 10 rebounds for the
Vols. Tennessee outrebounded
LSU 44-35, including 22-7 on
the offensive boards.
"We didn't win the war on
the boards," LSU coach Pokey
Chatman said. "But we won the
war in the paint. That's a stat we
always look at. When you can
heat Tennessee in the paint 3414 good things are happening. It
means you're running a good
offense."
The crowd was the largest in
LSU women's basketball history
— 15,233 — and the fourthlargest in the history of the Pete
Maravich Center.
It's a rivalry that LSU has
long yearned to even up.
The first tune 1_,S1,3 reached
an NCAA regional final in 1986,
it lost to Tennessee.
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Murray State
University
OVC Standings
Ali QOM§
Q__Yg
13-9
8-3
Samiord
13-9
8-3
Tennessee Tech
15-7
7-4
_Eastern Kentuctiy
12-9
7-4
Murray State
12-10
Southeast Missouri '7-4
9-14
7-4
Austin Peay
11-14
6-5 ,
Tennessee State
10-13
5-7
Eastern Illinois
10-12
4-7
Morehead State
6-18
1-10
Jacksonvilfe State
4-18
1-10
Tennessee-Martin
Tuesday, Feb. 8 SEMO 88, Easlern Illinois 79
Thursday. Feb. 10
Eastern Ky 56. Samford 53
Eastern Illinois 82 Tennessee State 61
Austin Peay 67, UT-Martin 63,.01
Morehead St 76 at Jax State 66
Tenn. Tech 72, Murray State 68
Saturday, Feb. 12
Austin Peay at Murray State - 1 p.m.
Morehead State at Samford -6 p m
Tennessee Tech at UT-Martin -6 p.m
Eastern Ky at Jas State- 7 30 p in.
Tennessee State at SEMO - 7 30 .rf
LeicaLe_Lells111111
Storing.
Da nmor Go'nner SEMO 204(

ppg )

fiebSittnAiilL
Reggie Golson. TSU (60 rPg
Assists.
...Walker Russell. JSU (7.6 aP1a)

Clarksville, Tenn
1927
8 000
Red & White
Dunn Cen(er/9.000
Dr Sherry Hoppe
Dave Loos
9-14
.2004-05 Record
8/5
_erererinners Returning/Lost
1/4
ilers Returning/Lost
Location
Founded.
Erroliment
C: ors
A'era ..
Fresrden/

Murray State vs. Austin Peay
'Saturday, Feb. 12,2005• 1 p.m.
RSEC • Murray, • TV: ESPN2
the Govs at the

Perhaps the most intense nvah-y in
the Ohio Valley Conference, the Racers
and old nemesis Austin Peay will lock
horns on Saturday for the first and only
time during the 2004-05 season.
The two squads met just once last
season, as well, due to the league's
unbalanced scheduling format, which
was put into place after the OVC welcomed Jacksonville State and SAlaford
;making the
.
into its midst last season
conference 11-deep. •
Murray and the Governors have had
some thrilling showdowns over the
years, but perhaps none better than the
two games'that were played last season
- once during the regular season and
again in the OVC Tournament championship game.
The Racers lost the first matchup
63-56 on Feb. 14, 2004 at Clarksville's
Dunn Center - but returned the favor
when it Mattered the most, ending
APSU's perfect cohference record by
upsetting the Govs 66-60 for the
league's automatic NCAA Tournament
bid.
Before the tournament victory.
Murray had lost three straight games to
Peay, including -a 59-56 overtime decision 'during the semifinals of the 2003
OVC Tournament.

Ky.

MSU last met
Regional Special Events Center on Jan.
11, 2003- a 6- 6-63 APSU victory.
Tomorrow's nationally-televised
contest will pit two squads jockeying
for position in next month's league tournament. The Racers entered Thursday's
matchup with visiting Tennessee Tech
with a chance to -take over sole possession of second place in the conference
standings, but lost to'Tech 72-68.
Both Murray and Peay will bring
drastically differentstarting lineups into
Saturday's game. No one on the current
Racer roster started a game last season,
while senior guard Anthony Davis is the
only returning starter from the Goys'
22-10 finish a year ago that included a
perfect 16-0 OVC regular season.
The Racers and Goys will meet for
the 101st -time, with Murray State bolding a 66-34 advantage in the all-time
series. MSU is just 22-23 in games
played af Clarksville, but hold a commanding 37-8 margin over APSU in
games played at Murray. Peay's 2003
win in Murray 'was its first over the
Racers at the RSEC in six tries since the
• building opened in 1998.
APSU head coach Dave Loos
22 lifetime against Murray State since
taking over thf Govs in 1990-91.

.

Head Coach
Dave
Loos s
Record
at APSU
..ast 5 years.
15 total)
00-01 22-10
;001-02 14-18
02-03 23-8
_ 03-04 22-10
_ 04-05 9-14
Record at
Austin Peay:
229-205

Loos

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State forward Shawn Witherspoon,
left, tries to beat Tennessee Tech's Afnadi
McKenzie to a loose ball during the Racers'
72-68 loss to the Golden Eagles Thursday
night at the RSEC. MSU will try to snap a
two-game losing streak on Saturday, when it
hosts old rival Austin'Peay State at 1 p.m.

Probable Starters
Murray State
Keith Jenifer
Trey Pearson
Pearson Griffith
Issian Redding
Justin Orr

Pos.

Austin Peay
William Durden
Zac Schlader
Anthony Davis
Maurice Hampton
Todd Babbington

Pos.

Min.
29.9
32.0
14.0
19.5
18.8

PPg•
7.1
14.8
3.4
8.2
3.5

FG%
.370
.455
.342
.429
.329

Asst.
4.1
3.5
0.4
0.7
1.1

Reb.
2.7
3.5
3.8
5.2
2.2

Min.
25.4
37.4
35.3
33.0
13.0

Ppg.
8.0
13.5
15.7
13.6
3.6

FG%
.458
.528
.414
.442
.459

Asst.
0.5
2.3
2.7
2.3
0.8

Reb.
5.7
6.8
5.5
3.7
1.3

LINCOLN
MERCURY

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

•"'

701 Main St.• Murray 0 (270) 753-5273 0 v./ww.parkerford.com

HERITAGE BANK

St 76,
More
Jacksonville St. 66
JACKSONVILLE, Ala.(AP)
Chad McKnight scored 25
to lead Morehead State
a 76-66 win over
on
State
ksonville
ursday.
Josh Reed scored 16
4from 3-point MVO- Kayo"
had 10 points for

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839.

200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

MURRAY

STATE

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY 270-527-0110

UNIVERc•ITY

TWO WINNING
TRADITIONS
BE A WINNER! JOIN US AS WE CHEER ON THE MSU RACERS AGAINST AUSTIN PEAY. AND JOIN OUR FAMILY OF
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS AT HERITAGE BANK CHECK OUT JUST HOW NEIGHBORLY A BANK CAN BE!

HERITAGEBANK
YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
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SPORTS

Millers
retirement
to end era
for Pacers
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) -Reggie Miller will retire after
the season, ending a career with
the Indiana Pacers in which he
became one of the NBA's greatest shooters, his sister and The
Indianapolis Star said.
"Yesterday I spoke to Reggie.
and after 18 seasons with the
Indiana Pacers, this will definitely be his last season," Cheryl
Miller reported Thursday night
on TNT.
Miller, who turns 40 in
August. spent his entire career
with the Pacers and supplied
reels of highlight footage with
his clutch shooting. He helped
transform the Pacers from one
of the NBA's worst teams into
one of its most consistent.
The Indianapolis Star reported that Miller told Pacers coach
Rick Carlisle of his decision
Thursday.
"It's not a shock," Carlisle
told the newspaper. "I guess it's
a sobering dose of reality that
this is the last season-to see one
of the game's greatest players."
Pacers
chief executive
Donnie Walsh said Friday he
had not yet talked with Miller
about his decision, but he "knew
the day was coming."
"He was a constant threat on
many very good teams," Walsh
told The Associated Press. "On
top of that, he was a thorough
professional both on and off the
court. If in fact this is his last
season, 1 will miss him."
Miller holds NBA records for
most 3-pointers made (2,505)
and attempted (6,321) and is the
leading scorer in Pacers history
with 24,685 pdints. He appeared
in five All-Star games, 131 playoff games and th4 2000 NBA
Finals.
Since 1990, the Pacers have
made the playoffs all but one
year and have reached the
Eastern Conference playoffs six
times.

TV, radio

0.4111.11

••••••
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NASCAR
3 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Nextel Cup,
practice for Budweiser Shootout part I,
at Daytona Beach, Fla
5:30 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR, Nextel Cup,
practice for Budweiser Shootout part
il. at Daytona Beach. Fla
BOXING
'
ep.m. •
ESPN2 — Women's. champion Leila
Ali (19-0-0) vs, Cassandra Geigger (64-0), for MBA super fTllildewerght
championship. at Atlanta
GOLF
2 p.m.
USA — PGA Tour Pebble Beach
National Pro-Arn, second round. at
Pebble Beach, Calif
, HIGH SCHI*IL BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Oak Hill Academy (Va.) vs.
St Patrick's,(N J ) at Trenton, NJ.,
NBA
7 p.m.
ESPN — Denver at Cleveland
9:30 p.m.
ESPN — Dallas at Sacramento

Locally
PREP BASKETBALL
5:50 p.m.
WNBS, 1340 AM — MHS vs Marshall
County High School boys
7:30 p.m.
WFGE 103.7 FM — MHS vs Marshat
County High School girls
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GOLDEN EAGLETTES 85 - LADY RACERS 78

Late rally not enough for
Lady Racers in loss to'TTU
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State Lady
Racers kept --.,pace
with
Tennessee Tech for most of
Thursday's game, taking a 3433 halftime lead and taking
leads off-and-on throughout the
second half.
But a 15-2 run by the
Golden Eaglettes late in the
game decided it for ITU. MSU
was able to make it close, but
not close enough to win in an
85-78 Ohio Valley Conference
loss at the Regional Special
Events Center,
Murray State (8-14, 4-7
OVC)took a 64-63 when sophomore
guard
Gerraca
Matthews hit a layup with 7:23
left
in
regulation, but
Tennessee Tech (16-6, 9-2
OVC)scored 15 of the next 17
points, including the last nine
straight.
Eight points in that run
came from Emily Christian, the
OVC Preseason Player of the
Year, who finished with 37.
points, five rebounds and a
game-high
three
steals.
Christian was 15-for-23 from
the field and hit seven of her 11
free-throw attempts.
After Tech took a 78-66 lead
with 2:37 left, MSU scored the
next seven points on a jumper
by Matthews, a 3-pointer by
•junior forward Jessie Hirsch
and a jumpshot by freshman
guard Shaleea Petty to get to
within 78-73, but would get no
closer.
Murray State was led by
sophomore guard Ashley
Hayes, who went 6-for-12
behind the arc and 20 points.
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SPONSORED WI STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much or
Home Insurance? ,
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 01702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MUKPAY,KY
KFBMu
.com
e-mail: stuart olexander i,kytbins.coiri

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Thurodavy'i Garrom

Farm** 81. Elliott Co 51

Garrard Co 56, Burgin 41
Boys:
Beachwood 47, Villa Madonna 45
Dayton 60, Calvary Christian 41
East Ridge 86, Phelps 65
Estill 73. Pans 61
Hart Co 65 Ecknonson Co 44
Heritage Academy 54, Lou Portland
Christian 48
Lex. Paul Dunbar 60, Lea Lafayette 49
Lou. Central 69, Lou. Brown 60
Lou St. Franeis 80. Ky. School for the
Deaf 46
Mayfield 66, Ballard Memorial 45
Owsley Co 71, Oneida Baptist 43
Paul Biazer 70, Rose Hill Christian 37
Reidland 64. Christian Fellowship 37
South Oldham 81 Carroll co. 60

George Rogers Clark 56 Powell Co 37
Graves Co 84 Paducah Community
Christian 28
Hancock Co 53 k4CLean Co 38
Hart Co. 74, Glasgow 58
Holmes 46, Dixie Heights 40
Lea Bryon StabOS 48, Lex. rates Creek
44 OT
Lex Sayre 39. Lou. Ky. Country Day 27
Lou Ballard 75, Shelby Co. 72
Lou Christian Academy 59. Lou
Assumption 56
Lou Portland Christian 50. Evangel
Christian 34
Lyon Co 56. Providence 19
Madisonville-North Hopkins 65,
fiopkinsviiie 49
Newport Central Catriolic,66._ COY Fir*
Cross 52
Notre Dame 66. Scott 40
Owen Co 48 Grant Co 37
Paul Blazer 57, Rose Hill Christian 52
Pikeville 81, Pike Co Central 60
Reidland 61, Christian FeeOwship 46
Scott Co 87. Anderson Co 44
Simon Kenton 65. St Henry 51
South Oldham 43, Trimble Co 30
West Carter 72, Russell 63
Wolfe Co 56, Menifee Co 43

Girls:
Apollo 47. Union Co 39
Ballard Memorial 47. Mayfield 41
Bourbon Co 60. St Patrick.46
Breathitt Co 62, Montgomery 60
Caldwell Co. 47, Dawson Springs 43
Carroll Co 64, Henry Co 30
Cavema 55 North Hardin 46
Conner 73, Campbell Co 41
Corbin 71, Cawood 43
East Carter 64 Lawrence Co 44
East Jessamine 62, Model 52

ECA goes 4-1 at -Hammond
Invitational tournament
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Rebecca Remington drives to the hole past Tennessee
Tech's Tynisha Alexander in the first half for two of her
11 points Thursday night.
Petty added 12 points, fiye
rebounds and four assists,.
while senior guard Rebecca
Remington put in 11 and had a
team-high five assists.
Matthews had a co-ganiehigh severfasrebounds, while
senior forward Kaleena Miller

had six. Junior guard
Fulkerson had four ,assists,
while freshman guaid Alaina
Lee had a team-high two steals.
For Tennessee Tech,
Kendall Cavin scored 22 points
with a 6-for-6 night from the
line to go with seven assists.

MSU ...
From Page 1B
turnovers.
-Clark and Stribling really
gave us some momentum -with
those two steals," said Tech head
coach Mike Sutton, whose tam
led 62-58 with 5:03 to play and
prepared to put the clamps on
the Racers. "At that point, we
were able to spread the floor and
get into some situatiuons where
we could attack the rim."
Murray clawed its way back
to within one point (62-61) of
the lead as Darnell Hopkins and
lssian Redding hit 3-of-4 free
throw attempts. But Boyd
slipped past Trey Pearson to
bank in a shot off the glass and
then Stribling followed a Justin
Orr jumper with a bucket to preserve the Tech edge.
Clark and Willie Jenkins kept
the Racers' hopes alive by missing four free throws in the final
1:12. But Boyd hit four straight
fcTul tosses and Anthony Fisher
hit a pair from the charity stripe
to put the game away.
, The .Racers had opportunities
N.in the waning moments, but
failed to execute offensively.
Junior guard Trey Pearson,
MSU's leading scorer, was just
3-of-9 shooting from the floor
for just six points and passed on
an open jumper that would have
cut the Racer deficit to just one.
Murray instead settled for a
Hopkins' 3-pointer, which
bounded off the rim.
Redding, who scored 16 or

4 0©02ED

his 19 points in the final 12 minutes, kept the Racers close with
a trey in the closing seconds.
But MSU's full-court pressure
failed to create a turnoveras
Boyd sealed the win with two
free throws with seven seconds
remaining.
Sutton thought the Racers'
youth and inexperience might
have showed up at the end of the
game.
"When you have all those
new guys coming together like
that, it's really tough," he
explained. "They're going
through some' growing' pains,
but they still have one of the
most talented teams in the
league. ... Murray is such a
young team that they'll probably
look totally different in a couple
of weeks.
"We're kind of,fortunate that
we have some veteran players
who have been in several close
games this year. Coming into
this game, we were probably
two baskets away from being 55 and two baskets away from
being 9-1. That's how close this
league is right now."
The Racers will try to
regroup for tomorrow's matchup
with Austin Peay,which outlasted Tennessee-Martin 67-63 in
overtime last night.
"Our opponent is ourselves
right now," Cronin said.%"We
can't continue to Make mistakes
and let teams back into the game

in the second half. We have to
somehow learn to close out a
game against a good team."
ee
RACERS 68
TENNESSEE TECH (13-9)
Stnbling 6-16 1-1 13, Jenkins 5-9 3-6
15, Jones 0-1 0-00, Clark 3-8 4-7 10,
Boyd 3-7 9-9 16, Fisher 2-3 4-4 9.
Jacobson 0-2 0-0 0. Taylor 0-0 0-0 0,
McKenzie 4-4 1-1 9. Koger 0-1 0-0 0.
Tagil* 23-51 22-28 72.
MURRAY ST.(12-9)
Orr 4-7 0-0 9. Redding 5-10 6-7 19,
Griffith 1-4 2-2 4 Pearson 3-9 0-0 6,
Jeniter 1-9 2-4 4. Dansby 1-3 1-1 3,
Hopkins 2-4 5-6 11 Witherspoon 4-500 10, Re Jackson 0-1 0-0 0, Johnson
1-1 0-0 2 Totals 22-53 16-208
Halftime — Murray St 33-27 3-Point
Goals — Tennessee Tech 4-17
(Jenkins 2-5. Boyd' 1-2. Fisher 1-2,
Jacobson 0-1. Koger 0-1, Clark 0-3,
Stnbling 0-3). Murray St 8-19
(Redding 3-3, Witherspoon 2-3,
Hopkins 2-4, Orr 1-3. Jeniter 0-1,
Dansby 0-2. Pearson 0-3). Fouled Out
— .lender Rebounds — Tennessee
Tech 29 (Boyd 7), Murray St. 36
(Redding 8) Assists — Tennessee
Tech 12 (Stnbling 3). Murray St. 16
(Jeniter 5). Total Fouls — Tennessee
Tech 14, Murray St 20 Technical' —

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HAMMOND,
Ind.—
Eastwood Christian Academy
boys'-basketball squad had qu
a busy, but successful sec
day
at
the
Ha
ond
Invitational
To ament
Thursday.
Playing a total of five games,
with very little rest periods in
between, the Warriors compiled
a 4-1 mark for the day, moving
to 5-1 overall in the event.
ECA's next game was played at
10 a.m. Friday against Calumet
Baptist School of Griffith. Ind. It
could have been the first of possibly four games for the
Warriors as they continued their
play in the 24-team event.
ECA trailed only twice
Thursday. The first time was in a
hard-fought. 49-44 loss to
Schaumburg rem) Chrrstian
Academy during their first outing of the day. The second was
in a 54-40 win over Louisville's
Northside Christian School,
where the Warriors were down
26-23 at halftime. ECA then
held Northside to five points in

r

I

the third quarter in-taking a ninetit lead into the final quarter.
Forward .Jordan Harrell had
20 points and 10 rebounds in
. that win. He also had 26 points
in a 72-52 win -over Pacific
Baptist School of Long Beach.
Calif.,
II points and 14
rebounds in a 67-20 win. over
Emmanuel Baptist Academy ot
Comstock Park, Mich., and then
capped his day. with a tripledouble — 20 points. 10
rebounds and 12 blocked shots
— in the Warriors 72-55 defeat
of Fellowship Baptist of
Durham, N.C.
Forward Brandon Burgie also
had a good day. particularly
from behind the 3-point arc.
Burgie hit four treys in a gamehiala 18-point effort against
Ennnanuel, then had five as part
of his 21 points against Pacific.
' Guard Erik Ramsey7was also
finding double digits consistently with 12 against Emmanuel
and 14 each against Northside
and Pacific. Guards David Craig
and Jonathan Craig had 14 and
11 each in ihe win over
Fellowship.
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Embattled Colorado professor
cleared to speak at UW-Whitewater

AP Photo

A team of Iraqi Emergency Response Unit troopers jog away from a firing range outside
of Baghdad. Iraq.'today. U.S. Defense Secretary Rumsfeld watched the troopers demonstrate their weapons and combat training.

Rumsfel tours Iraq, sees
security forces at work
By JOHN J. LUMPKIN
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD. Iraq AP) —
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld; observing Iraqi secu▪
rity forces in action Friday.
declared "there's no question
progress has been made" in
, preparing the wartorn nation for
building a new government.
At Camp Victory outside of
Baghdad. Rumsfeld watched an
. Iraqi counterterrorist team
assault a compound in a demonstration that included live
weapons tire, stun grenades and
a squad of masked commandos
rappelling from a helicopter.
,'The professionalism of
these units is advancing,"
Rumsfeld said of Iraqi forces.
In talks with soldiers, both
Iraqi and .AmeriCan. Rumsfeld
emphasized. the importance of
handing over security to Iraqi
forces so American troops can
come home. But he acknowledged that it takes time to train
and equip the Iraqis.
"Once they have that confidence, that capacity and capabil-

ity. our forces, coalition forces,
will be able to go home,"
Rumsfeld told U.S. troops in
Mosul in northern Iraq."And go
home with the honor you will
have earned."
Ultimately, American forces
can only help, he said. "It is the
Iraqis who will have to over
time defeat the insurgency."
Later Friday, with Rumsfeld
watching a few feet away, members of Iraq's Emergency
Response Team, a special police
assault unit, fired AK-47s and
sidearms at targets on a firing
range outside of Baghdad.
After the demonstration, he
told them, "If you all do your
jobs well, you'll end up in a fine
country with a bright future."
After a review of an Iraqi
army unit, Lt. Gen. N. Abadi,
Iraq's deputy chief of staff, told
U.S. defense officials Iraq's military needed two thingsir more
equipneng.and jitpe to get his
forces trainel

pendent Iraqi security forces,
said Thursday at a NATO conference in Nice, France, that
Iraqi military and police
amounted to about 136.000
trained and equipped personnel.
The goal is to reach 200,000 by
Oct. 1, and ultimately create a
force of 270,000 or more.
The forces run the gamut —
from urban police officers and
highway patrolmen to military
special forces and counterterrorist operators.
About 40,000 of the troops
are capable of deploying around
Iraq and operaling directly
against he insurgency, Gen.
Richard Myers. chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, said
recently. Other,analysts put the
figure of effectNe counterinsurgency fighters much lower.

American, British and other
coalition forces are serving as
trakners and advisers to Iraqi
security personnel. U.S. generals are planning to enhance the
U.S. Lt. Gen. David Petraeus, program with additional advischief of the effort to create inde- ers to assist various Iraqi units.
,

MADISON, Wis.(AP) — A
Colorado professor who once
compared some World Trade •
Center victims to a Nazi war
criminal will be allowed to
speak at the University of
next
Wisconsin-Whitewater
month, a decision the chancellor
said was repugnant but necessary under First Amendment
principles of free speech.
The decision, Thursday
sparked outrage among state
lawmakers, who saidohey would
ask the UW System Oresident to
intervene to block the speech by
Ward Churchill.
UW-Whitewater Chancellor
Jack Miller said in a statement
he decided to honor an invitation
for Churchill to speak at the
campus 40 miles southeast of
Madison despite the controversy
over comments the University
of Colorado professor made
about the Sept. 11 attacks.
Miller laid out requirements
he said must be met to ensure
the March 1 speech would go off
as planned, including assurances
the university can guarantee the
safety of the campus, visitors
and Churchill.
While calling Churchill's
comments "grossly inappropri-

Important News TO You
The Murray
Ledger & Times

reference to Adolf Eictunann.
who enured the smooth running
of the Nazi system.
Churchill made the comparison in an essay written hours,.
after the 2001 attacks and later
revised for a book.
The ethnic studies professor
said in Boulder. Colo., Tuesday
that his essay referred to "technocrats" who participate in what
he calls repressive American
policies around the world.
The essay and follow-up
book attracted little attention,
until, Churchill was invited to
speak 'last month at Hamilton
College in Clinton, N.Y., which
later canceled is talk ont of
security concerns, Other schools
have canceled planned speeches
by the professor because of similar worries.
longtime
a
Churchill,
American Indian Movement
activist, was invited to speak at
the campus six months ago on
the topic of racism and
American Indians. He did not
return a call The Associated
Press left at the university
Thursday or respond to an email.
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ate," Miller said it would be up
to students, staff and others to
judge the professor's comments.
"I have workegl to make an
informed decision, not the popular or politically expedient one."
Miller said.
He also said in a statement no
taxpayer money will be used to
pay Churchill's honorarium or
travel expenses.
Repdblican State Rep. Steve
Nass began circulating a resolution Thursday to condemn
Miller's decision that he hoped
the full Legislature would vote
on next week. Nass questioned
why the university would allow
someone to speak who had
engaged in what he called antiAmerican hate speech.
"The bottom line is common
seEse has to prevail here." said
Nass, who graduated from
Whitewater in 1978. "This is
hate speech. The chancellor is
saying it's OK to bring hate
speech to the university so long
as it does not cost the university
money."
Churchill came under fire
after it became widely reported
that an essay he wrote likened
workers in the World Trade
Center to "little Eichmanns,"
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More requests lead to better open records compliance
By JIM HANNAH
The Kentucky Enquirer
GREG HALL
The Couner-Joumal
HERB BROCK
The Advocate-Messenger
BILL ESTER
Lexington Herald-Leader &
LEE MUELLER
,
Lexington Herald-Leader
Distributed by The
Associated Press
Agencies that most often deal
with /public requests for information had the best compliance
rates in the state's first public
records audit. organized by the_,
Kentucky Press Association.
The Assooiated Press, various
newspaper and professional
groups and university student
programs.
Those who handle city budgets
were the most quick. tb
•
respond to auditors' requests for
copies of that document. Travel
expen4c records of county judge
executives were uniformly easy
to get and public school superintendents, while a slightly suspicious lot, mostly offered up their
contracts for inspection.
But one agency denied
requests almost three quarters of
the time. Guarding records as
closely as prisoners, jailers in
Kentucky turned down requests
to see.a list of people locked up
in the jail seven out of every 10
times they were asked, the Oct.
21 audit showed.•
John Nelson, immediate past
president of thc KPA and managing editor at The AdvocateMessenger
newspaper
in
Danville. said names of people
who have been arrested and are
in jail are clearly a public
record. .
"In this country we don't
arrest people or put them in jail
secretly," he said.
The press association undertook the audit to find out how
officials in different county and
city-government agencies would
respond to citizen requests for
copies of various public documents.
More than 100 auditors.
mostly college students and
reporters for local daily and
newspapers, were
weekly
assigned to approach four agencies in .114 of the state's 120
eountie,------.

addition, a reporter for The

ler

allitaswis Gown, Pow.
4.- O..- gwer••••dro
-

•
410.

They also were told to provide their names if asked, but
not to show identification or
give a reason for wanting the
records because the state's public record's law does not require
people requesting records to
provide identification or say
why they want information.
Citizens have a right to information about how their public
officials and government arc
operating, said Jon Fleischaker.
general counsel for the press
association.
"The danger of that is secret
government," Fleischaker said
of decisions by officials to withhold public information.
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A survey of compliance with the Kentucky Open Records
Act in every county drew the gamut of responses from
hostility and suspicion through ignorance and apathy to
grudging cooperation, professional competence and
cheery helpfulness. Some of the responses to open
records requests made to various state and local agencies are shown in this photo made in Louisville, Ky.
Associated Press requested-public records from the state
Attorney General's Office, the
Teachers' Retirement System of
Kentucky awl the Department of

Due To A Record
Setting January,
We're Over Run
With Fresh Trades
At UNBELIEVABLE

LOW PRICES!

expenence a citizen might have
getting a public record.

Fish and Wildlife Resources.
The auditors were told to act
as though they had only a vague
knowledge of the open-records
law in order to simulate the

The audit results ranged from
almost total compliance to little
compliance.
Of the .113 city budgets
requested covering the 20042005 fiscal year, auditors were
given
documents in 99
instances. Only one city agency
refused to comply. In 10 counties the audit was judged not
applicable and in three cases the
outcome was uncertain.
The first quarter 2004
expense records of county judge
executives were made available
in 79 of the'109 counties audited. Only in nine counties did
county officials not comply. In
14 counties the audit wasjudged
not applitable and in seven
cases the outcome was uncertain.
Cbmpliance by school superintendents was not quite as
good.
Of the 110 counties audited,
the schools superitendent salary.
and compensation package was
provided to auditors in 56 cases.
It was denied 13 times. In 17
counties, the audit was judged
not applicable and in 25 counties the outcome was uncertain.
But of the 113 county jails or
police agencies audited, only 28
gave auditors the jail log from
the past 24 hours; 67 did not. In
13 counties, the audit was
judged not applicable because
the jail was closed or the record
was unavailable.
In five counties, the outcome
of the jails audit was uncertain.
In those cases, a request form
was se completed or a self-

addressed, stamped envelope
was left but there sOas no assurance of intent to comply. For the
purposes of the audit, a county
was judged in compliance if it
indicated it would send the
record.
Of the three state-level agencies audited, each complied with
the.law. Two agencies permitted
immediate inspection of the
record and one mailed the information within three days.
In the case of the jails, auditors were to ask for the log of
people booked into the jail for
the prior 48 hours. In the else of
counties with no detention facility, they were to ask fcoa list of
people transported to other jails.
Some jailers indicated they
would provide the list of names
to a reporter, but not just anyone
who walked in: several said they
would confirm if a specific person was lodged, but would not
release a list of all inmates.
in Floyd County. an unidentified jail employee told auditor
Rachel Stanley. a reporter with
the Appalachi News-Express,
she coul t see the log, then
walk
way without giving her
a chance to ask if she could talk
to someone else, Stanley said in
her report.
Another auditor, Tim Travis.
a student at Murray State
University.
reported
that
Crittenden County Jailer Rick
Riley told him, -I'm not going
to give you that information. See
ya!"
Travis said he then told Riley
that he had the right to see the
requested information and Riley
responded;"We will see about
that."
Riley, in response, said the
two auditors who came to his
small jail — which has no computer and therefore no way to
print out a list of inmates —
were too pushy. The jail has a
list of prisoners posted on a
board where the auditors could
see it. Riley said, but they
demanded that he provide a list.
James Kemper, former jailer
in Franklin County and immediate past president of the
Kentucky Jailers' Association.
said jails keep several kinds of
logs, some of Which contain
confidential information.
erne problem with the KPA

ATTENTION

survey was that in a number of
cases, auditors were not specific
enough about what they wanted
to see. Kemper said.
KPA officials said one likely
explanation for the low compliance rate by jailers is a lack of
training.
Lisa Lamb,spokeswoman for/the
Corrections
state
Department, said new jailers
must get 32 hours of training.
The open-records law is not
covered in that. Lamb said.
Shelby County Jailer Bobby
Waits, current head of the jailers' association, said new jailers receive training soon after taking office. Jailers are then
required to get 40 hours of training annually. Waits said.
Waits
said
the
state
Corrections
Department
approves the curriculum and
people certified through the
department teach the classes.
Jailers choose from a menu of
sessions: open-records training
is available, but jailers are not
required to take it. Waits said.
-There could be some that-go
through 10 years as jailer and
never take that particular class."
Waits said, though he said the
training and professionalism of
jailers is significantly better than
in the past.
In contra-11V the jail records.
the first-quarter expense records
of county judge executives were
uniformly easy to get. audit
resints show.
In Muhlenberg County,
"everyone was extremely cooperative." wrote auditor Arnie
Powers. a student at Murray
State University. "The Aunty
clerk told me where to go and
then came by a few minutes later
to make sure I had found the
correct office.,"
Stephanie
Hornback. a
repoper for The Leitchfield
Record, had a sin4lar experience
in Nelson County. The workers'
were very polite and apologized
that they didn't have the travel
expenses broken down specifically, as far as they knew. I was
given a chair to look at the
records and told to take as much
time as I needed."
Not all counties provided the
records.
requested-
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Parents on hunt for family-friendly games
By The Associated Press
As president of Activision Publishing, Kathy
Vrabeck helps promote and develop games like
"Doom 3." -Tony Hawk's. Underground 2" and
"Call of Dut " ut she might think twice before
buying tho op-sellers fur her 7-year-old son.
In a g ing world where violence reigns, parents like,Vrabeck are searching for family-friendly titles bearing a rating of"E" — for everyone.
"As a parent myself, trying to figure out what
your kids want is always troublesome," Vrabeck
said.
With kid-friendly movie tie-ins like "Shrek 2."
"Shark Tale," and "Lemony Snicket's-A Series of
Unfortynate Bents," Vrabeck and her Activision
team have created se% eral titles for children young
and old.
. Though most games target an older audience,
companies like Acti% ision Inc., Electronic Arts
inc. and Nintendo Co. have alternatives that time
universally accepted as family-friendly. And
Leaphog Enterprises Inc. has ventured into the
gaming industry w ith a handheld edu-tainment
sy stem. Leapster.
Ste% e 1artin. of Ness York, City. was initially
hesitant about buying his daughter. Morgan, a
game system at all. He said he wasn't sure whether
there v.ere enough games he was willing to let into
his house.
-I am looking for things where we can play
toliether. like golf and tennis where we aren't
shooting and kilkirrg people," Martin said.
"There's more stuff for boys, teenagers and adults
than for kids."
-Dance Dance Revolution," a game in which
•
pLiers dance on a large game pad to keep up with
directional cut:s gi% en on-screen, sealed the deal.
Morgan is getting a PlayStation 2 system for her
sth i;irthday this month, and she had added games
R! her Hanukkah list in anticipation.

Since 1994, the Entertainment Software Rating
Board, a self-regulatory body set up by the gaming
industry, has rated more than 10,000 video games.
Use of the ESRB seal and rating is voluntary,
though virtually all games do so.
According to the ESRB, 57 percent of all
games rated in 2003 were "E," compared with a
combined 42 percent for "T" and "M" games —
teen and mature. Few of the games use "EC" for
early childhood or "AO" for adults only.
-There are definitely a lot of titles that are great
for parents," said David Tokheim, senior director
of marketing intelligence for GiunerMetries and
IGN.com. a leader in trend-tracking for the game
industry.
Nonetheless, teen and mature games are bigger
sellers. Data analyzed by GamerMetrics and
IGN.com show that 46 percent of all games sold in
2004 were rated "E." while "T" and "M" sales
accounted for 54 Percent of overall sales.
Although the E$RB considers "E-rated" titles
suitable for children ages 6 and older, the games
may still contain "minimal violence, some comic
mischief and/or mild language." -T-rated" titles
are considered suitable for ages 13 and older,
while "M-rated" games are targeted at 17 and up.
According to Tokheim's team, which analyzes
consumer trends, purchase plans and Web site
input, the most popular "E-rated" games include
Sony Computer Entertainment's "Gran Turismo
4," and Electronic Arts' "Need For Speed
Underground 2" top the list. Sports titles include
"NBA Live 2005." Animated character games like
,Nintendo's "Mario Power Tennis" are also popular.
Nintendo characters like Mario, Donkey Kong
and the gang have been popRing up on Nintendo
game systems since the late 1980s and remain
prominent franchises for Nintendo's GfuneCube.
GameBoy Advance and the-new Nintendo DS.
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ESPN
KBS4-Fox

NASCAR Racing: Nextel Cup Senes

ESPN2

Polynesian Power

'OM Bottom Line

Track and Field: Tyson lnWt
NewlyValentines Day

MiRA Drag Racing: Winternahonais
Utiles
Ashiee
NewlyNewly'01)998) Wesley Snipes

UFE
USA

[Room

Room

TLC

1

Fastbmak NBA
Ashiee

Room

Flatboat*
Room

Movie.* "Diacule,20%r(2000)

Moir **
Moviet** "The Art a War(2000) Week &les.
iTrading Spaces --Ova-Haul
Moving Up
Trading Spaces HI Town Haul [ Hi
Moving Up
Mei**** "True %nonce"(1993, Drama)
.X
MeMo Sea & Single Movie: More Sew& the Snaky Mom"(2005) Strong Medicine
Monk -1t& Order: SVU
Cl
iLaw
Law Order:
Law & Order SVU Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU
*Mar
Movie: tea lie Naturar(1984. Drama)Robert RedlOrti,PG'S Moyle:**** "On Galen Pond"(1981)'PO' Nair "The
X
Confidential
City
x
I
AN-5 'Persephone'
City Confidential cr Cold Case File*
Videos
Videos
Mole: a's 'Hope Hosts-11998. Romence) Whose/ Whose?

"
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Only$

While Supplies Last • Available February 14th Only

$5 99

All That

School

Drake

Design

Decorst- 'Designer

Amends Full His. Full Hee.
WWE Velocity (Ni

,Movir ei ladeslop"(1995, Admire)

•

***11 tateplese on Swett'(49113) *Mt re* 'Ever Nter(11198. Rower
Attie
Justice
Coming lo the Stage Rap Clly Top 10

jerks:** lladLoott'(1995. DraIM
Ghost ilnuyesha Milk Chan'Cowboy
Forensic !Forensic Psychic

et Toole W(1908,Dame)
More: at /*Greet Oultrom119811)

MOO
MAX

804 CHESTNUT ST.

6.00 I 6:30

ABC

Home Videos
Andromeda (N) I( Home Will
Movie: at* lord of ttv Fbes'11990) 101111nl X X
WGN
Soul Train (Ni
Old Gospel
FellowinspirFeed
11nspirational
4
!Variety
Fetid
Programming
INSP
Inspirational
Road- Red
Schools Book' Lawrence Welk
GED
IVIMU-P85 Glass Paintingjainting Religion I Weft- Work. GED
Movie: *at "The Las:Supper(1995) Andromeda', r GnIfith Drew
College Basketball Kansas State at Texas
ViDKA4113 Paid
_I
College Basketball: Ricrirnond at GW College Basketball: Mich St at Mich NFL Pro Bowl Skills Competition
ESPN
Basketball
Basketball
College
College Basketball: 'v'CU at 00IJ
College Basketball
ESPN2 Basketball

TNT

Large Heart-Shaped
Cherry Dessert Pizza

Buil Riding .k

Amen- 1Cooking IWdwrig- IRouter 1Wood- Quilting Wonder- Painting Work- ;House
(1130) Movie: The Fugitwe'(1993) Movie: a** "A Perfect IMWIr(1993)Kevin Costner
1PGA Gott: Peboie Beach National Pro-Am -- Third Round
Movie: ** Sown Away 1990
PGA Golf Y.
j College Basketball
College Basketball

MTV

Large Heart-Shaped Pizza

4:30
4:00
3.30
3.00
2:00 I 2:30
College Basketball: Regional Coverage
-I-College Basketball: Regional Coverage

_Snowboardinga. Sluing Woad Alpine Championships
PGA Golf: Pebble Beach National Pro-Am Third Round
V/TVF-C8S College Basketball
Snowboarding "L: Skiing World Alpine Championships BuN Riding
ItifS04113C Quitter '/ Paid
College Basletball: Regional Coverage
SWAM Esau College Basketball
viSAIVASC 'Peter-

4.46.
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Evidence
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Music
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Movie: ,
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(2004)
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Free
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Movie:
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,sax &
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fir "Shaine(1111111)14' 0014411i
Seel

Untie Nick
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ate 'Orly War(2004)
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S Of less
$8-25 int Day - 20 w
Over 20 words $.50 cacti
Additional Consecutive Days:$.11 per word per day.
ST': ritra rot Shopper I Mort t la..tatietitt• go Into ilopoing Guide V ic ektra tor blind box ads.
The

maintains the right to reject or edit any subia!'

CUSTOM WEAVE
ON SALE
•77,,,th,„14,
(t
.0014,

Hours 14I-F 9-5 p m., 9-12 Sat . By Appt. Allier Hours
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 miles S. of Murray to
Tom Taylor Trl. Right 1500 yds.•753-7728

STEVE \ iDNIER
( nalal l't
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I'I"Ukl

R ‘14.1( 1)1 1
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753-1752
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show'em what

you got!

A lob Opening?
An Auction Notice?
farm Equipment?
The Classifieds are the easiest
most effective way to advertise.
A onelweek ad will have people
from all over the aiskabowinlit
interest in whatellInelptillallaff.
So don't be shy,.tell everyone you
have what they wanta,
270-753-191 €

The Murray Ledger & Tines
ClASa1F1aDS
010
Legal
Notice

BIDS FOR
LAWN CARE
at South
Pleasant
Grove Church
More Info
Call
492-8134 or
492-8377

COMBOS?
We've
always had them
Sandra D's Diner, 94 E
293-3816

3

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
THE Shed Cafe featuring Friday Seafood
Buffet $9.95/ person.
Friday & Saturday night
featuring live entertain-'
ment and dancing. $61
person, kids welcome.
For mote information
call 437-4283

Lost mid Found
JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger 8 Times.

Call 753-1916
Brown
LOST
Liz ,
Claibome check wallet
No questions asked
—Reward. 759-0834

3

Ea=

kl I Ill I OR It 1.11;
75?-19 It.
DO YOU like Southern
Gaither
Gospel?
Concert in Nashville.
Travel with friends!
Friday. March 11, leave
Murray 3PM, Return
about 1:30AM. Concert
ticket $32.75 (great
seats!) Transportation
(Charter- 55 passenger
coach): $12,25. Total
for ticket and transportation . $45. First
come, first served. Calf
753-5957.
IN TIME FOR SPRING!
FULLY
Established
equipped Nursery for
lease All'you need is to
grow & sell 270-759
0690
MSU giterfuate offering
SOnish classes For
more info please call
759-3879

ARBOR 'PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTINURSING
FIED,
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN.
Contact Anita 731-2473205. EOE
BOOKKEEPER/DECORATING. Experience
helpful. Retail sales.
Full time position.
Please contact at 7594979.
BOOKKEEPEFVINSUR
ANCE clerk needed for
busy medical practice.
Salary and benefits
competitive.
Send
resume to: P.O. Box.
1040-E, Murray. KY
42071
NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.

Database
Administrator,
Information
Systems,
Murray
State
University.
Quelifkaggs% Bachelor's Degree in Math or
Computer Science or technical equivalent with
at least one year of relational database (DB2,
Oracle, SQL Server) experience required.
Strong demonstrable project management skills
required. Ability to work in a team oriented
environment a must. Excellent writing, verbal,
and interpersonal cbmmunications skills
required. geagggaibilitasaa Provide leadership
in the installation, configuration, maintenance
and management of the institution's administrative databases; communicate and ensure
adherence to established relational database
standards; maintain a current, leading-edge
knowledge of emerging technology trends and
practices in the areas of data warehousing, data
mining, and data mart management; plan and
implement backup procedures for production
databases; establish and periodically update
security. strategies related to database user
authentication and authorization, guarding
against internal and external intruders; provide
leadership in development and execution of
activities
(data
related
models,
extract/test/load, etc.) and in the selection,.
installation and maintenance of related software and hardware, track install and upgrade"
database software; perform daily testing. monitoring and database tuning; responsible for
capacity planning; maintain database dictionaries; conduct research on new data elements to
prevent redundancy, and coordinate definition
of data elements; coordinate systems integration, troubleshooting problems. and performance issues; define content and structure of the
database and advise users on efficient techniques for extracting data; serve as a technical
resource for programming staff on issues concerning the impact of applications on the database. Application Deadline: February 18,
2005. To Apply: Submit a letter of application,
resume, and three (3) current letters of professional
reference
to Chair, Database
Administrator Search Committee, Information
Systems, Murray State University, 112 I&T
Building, Murray, KY 42071-3347.
14nmen and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D,AA employer.

Immediate opening for experienced
bookkeeper. Must be dependable
and familiar with QuickBooks,
inventory, payroll, and billing.
Experience necessary. Pay commensurate with experience. Apply in
person between 10AM and 2PM,
Monday through Friday at Carpet
World, 13339 Hwy 641N, Puryear,
TN.
CMA/CNA full time 2 p.m.-10 p.m. prefer exp.
hut will train, need individual who enjoys working with the elderly, pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply in person only.

5
1505 Stadiums View Drive
EOE

Pagliai's Italian Restaurant is accepting applications for servers for nights
and weekends. All applicants must
apply at Pagliai's, 970 Chestnyt St,
Murray. No phone calls accepted.

LEGAL secretary position. Dictation and
computer
skills
required Experience
preferred Pay commensurate with experience and abilities.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071
MECHANIC needed.
Must have brake 8
chassis experience
Alignment knowledge
helpful. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-H,
Murray, KY 42071
GRAPHIC DESIGNER.
Photoshop,
Ouark,
Illustrator Copywrffing
helpful.
experience
Full/time- salary- Plus
benefits. Send resume
or apply at Automated
Direct Mail, 87 Spruce
St. Suite B. Murray, KY
42071

Housekeeper needed.
Experience preferred,
No
phone
calls
PiwwWw- Apply in Person at Amerrhost Inn,
Murray, KY.
FULL time tire technician with mechanical
abilities. Apply in person at Economy Tire,
203 Main St., Murray.
FT Receptionist for
physician
office.
Requires . excellent
communication
and
multitasking
skills.
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040-F. Murray, KY
4?071
VINYL sign design/layout person needed.
Experience a must.
Celt 435-4773

LOCKSMITH B. Full
ime, benefits. High
school graduate, four
years lock shop or
demonstrated -equiva
lent
experience
required. Must have
valid driver's license,
Salary $8.79 hourly.
Request application at
270-762-2147 or apply
at: Human Resources,
Murray
State
University, 404 Sparks
KY
Hall,
Murray,
42071. Women/minonties encouraged to
apply. EEO, WF/D. AA
employer.
MEDICAL/SURGICAL
Office. We are looking
for the right people to
form OW office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech.
Our business office
needs an, experienced
reimbursement specarid -art. upbes
re eptionist If yo
like to ion our team,
fax your resume today
to 773-233-8795

Open Mon-Fn. 9-5: Sat, 9-2
641N 2 miles on nght
lnd sell good used furniture

MA & Pa tumkey oper
ation under $20,000
978-0742 or 978-1400
120
Computers

753-8501

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
Went to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum. Key Auto Pails.
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
PRE 1946 postcards.
photos, coins, jewelry.
753-6793
WANT to buy: Junk Car
arid Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

160
Home Furnishings
TWIN bed mattress
and box, $50 4 drawer,
$20 Truck flat top $35
Coffee table
$25
Tooters Antique Mall
492-6111

r

-

1994 LN 9000 dump
truck. Single axle,
Cummings motor, 7
speed, very nice truck
$14,000. 293-9569
Firewood

1BR
furnished
$225/mo. $100 dep
no pets.
(270)753-3139
1BR, 1 bath. W
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 59-8780.
1BR, quiet nei borhood, some utilities
paid, no pets, $240 per
month 767-9037
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

2 Room all furnished.
all utilities, water. gleca
Inc. phone and cable
SEASONED firewood, included. Access to
$40 a rick delivered
pool & fitness room.
527-8368
$400/month.
$150
deposit Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for infor(270)75314X70 Mobile home, mation.
good condition all news. 8407

FIREWOOD for sale
527-8368

OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
seeking
Customer/
Technical Support rep
appliances, can be left '2BR duplex, carport,
w/ great phone & comStades
outside storage, refrigon lot $6,250 436puter skills. Health ins.
FOr Sele
erator, stove & dish2619 after 4:00p m
18 paid days off/ yr,
washer, heat pump
4X6 utility trailer, excel
retirement plan. Send
Buccaneer
1986
system,
lent condition. $450
no
pets.
resume to gale@
14x62. 2BR, 2BA.
deposit
required,
powerclaim com
or (270)753-2434
Good condition, priced
5450/mo. Call 753Hawkins
Research,
-AVON
Independent to sell. Call 759-1567
3778 or (731)845-6625
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
or
293-5332
_Sales Representative
KY 42071
has tufty stocked shop
1998
Buccaneer 2BR, $375/mo Across
Murray
OWN a computer? Put
or call for a catalog at deluxe, 16x80 3BR 2 from
it to work! Up to
Elementary
Centerr
436-5900
bath, extremely clean
753-8096
$1,500 to 57,500/mo
(270)489-2525
FLEAMarket/Trade
PT/FT. 1-888-3144
bedroom house 1. 2
Day Sat's beginning
'97 American 14x60,
3790 24 hr recording.
3 apts 753-1252 or
Feb-19.
for
Booths
C/H/A,
sharp.
Will
pay
FREE BOOKLET
753-0606
rent- indoors or out.
sales tax & put it in
vavnavrtworldwide.com
oldsedaliaschoolcorn
your name for $8,695.
PAPA John's Pizza in (270)247-8563
437-4465
Murray is now accept- (270)247-8085
AWESOME CLOSE
ing applications for a
OUT SPECIALS ON
full time assistant man- FREE
1059 Buffalo Rd.
ALL 2004 SINDish Network 4-room
ager. Maximum 40
See t oncord. K1 42076
hour, 5 day work week. satellite system. Get GLEWIDES & DOU279436-54%
BLEWIDES!
Must be available days, the newest technology
Land/home packages
HD & DVR
evenings and week- with
I bedroom apartmeni
available! 731-584receivers. America's
ends. Restaurant expeClean and nice,
Top 60 w/ local net- 9429
rience helpful, manall applianixs including
works only $31.99 per
agement experience
DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
W/D No pets
month. Call Beasley
necessary. Applications
Like new, has fireplace
Antenna & Satellite
can be picked up at the
270-436-5496
set-up includes well 8
Murray location on N. 759-0901
septic, Call 731-584270-293-6906
12th St.
9429
INTERNET
RECEPTIONIST needEXCEPTIONALLY
Call now to see how
GET YOUR NEW
ed for busy medical
nice. large 2 bedroom
you can get high speed
HOME TODAY WITH
practice. Salary and
apartment, all appliInternet
service "0" DOWN FINANCances including washbenefits competitive. through satellite for ING: Call 731-584Send resume to: PO. only $29.99 per month. 9429
er/dryer, deck with outBox 1040-E, Murray, Beasley Antenna &
side storage Excellent
280
KY 42071.
Location!(270)759,
Satellite. 759-0901
Ithothile Homes For Rent
5885 or (270)293-7085
SAFETY •
advisors LARGE Cress ceramic
$2500 month, manager
EXTRA nice duplex
kiln, like new. $300. 2BR country, large
trainee's $3000 month
apt. 3BR, 2 bath, 2 car
Call 753-8823
a
yard, references 759Company will train. Call
garage. Westside locabuildings, 1837
M-F 9am-1 pm only! 1- STEEL
tion. $750. 293-1440
gamiges, storage, lean- 2BR, 1BA 6 miles
800-578-8799
FORREST
View
tols, carports K&R
south of"Murray. 270TERMITE
&
Pest
Apartments 1213 N
ier Service. 759- 226-9219
Control Technician. Will
16th St now accepting
provide
training.
92 2BR 14x60 8 '96 applications for 1 br
Please contact Scott TV'S
A
'2BR 14x56, C/H/A. starting at 5330/month
Pest Control at 270- 20"-65" HD televisions2br townhouses, bac
With approved credit.
JVC, RCA, Sony 8
437-4944
Call 437-4465
rent $360 month Call
753-1970
Leave
WE LOVE POSMVE • Toshiba- plasma, LCD,
DLP, & D-ILA. Also TV
Message
ATTITUDES!
stands, entertainment
Horne Lots For Rent
S'PORTABLE
LIVE Oak Apts.
centers. •
surround
SCOREBOARDS has
Newly
Remodeled
sound, & more. Come
LOTS for rent 753
positions available for
" 1BR $290.00
by
Beasley
Antenna
&
9866
career minded individ2BR $340.00
Satellite, 500 N 4th St
uals with superior peo3BR $42500
Murray,
KY
and
check
ple skills. As a Sales
$100 deposit special
ists For Rent
out all our selection.
Associate you will be
for qualified applicants
working with new and
Office hours 8-2
1 bedroom apts $250
existing customers pn- [
Mon-Fn ,
11113Appbooss ,
$350 per month 2BR
manly by telephone
Call today for appointtownhouses, washer &
and Internet from our
ment
dryer included. $410
Urge Selection
Murray office.
753-8221
per month. 753-7559
Combine your upbeat
NEW 3BR 2BA duplex
1 OR 2br apts. near
attitude, exceptional
per month Call
$700
downtown
Murray
APPLIANCES
phone and people skills
starting at $200/mo. 293-5423
with our selling tools for

J&L

RENTALS

r

M

USED

Ward•Elkins

a rewarding career in
sales. Phone sales
experience a plus.
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
plan and a Competitive
benefit package.
Send
resume
to:
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS,
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive.
Murray, KY 42071.

Housecleaning
D'S
753-3802

=VISA

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

Help Wailed

3

PLACE,141111 LIM AV Atil2 II 31111 AMA/3Q.
IKE WEBSITE AI Iti4 EXTRA CHARGE.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by otir office at 1001 Whithell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

:41I1V

a

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

On the Squari
7S5-1715

[ER-

-753-4109
/ 1, 2& 38R apts availabbe for immediate
Occupancy. Please call
753-8221

8 ft
pool
table
Brunswick
solid
mahogany. Must be
moved by March 1st
436-5613 after 5PM
BLUE electric lift chair,
like new condition
$300 OBO. 753-4510

1br apartment. furnished and all utilities.
paid
Downtown, no
pets. $265/Mo Call
767-9562
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-al Realty 7534444.

CHERRY dining room' 1BR apt. 1 5 blocks
table with 6 chairs. Cal from university 8225.
753-5992
753-1'772

NEWLY redecoaated
2BR. 1 bath, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
mo. deposit. no_pets
753-2905
NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section 8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
MO *1-800-648-6056

ONE bedroom, low Lail
rties, no pets $225 mo
753-3949
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL one room apt
plus bath, close to
campus. $140
No
pets 753-5980
0 nice 2 bedroom
70-753-5731
Houses Fos Rent
1/2 block from the uni
versay, 1304 Olive
Blvd. 5BR. 48A, Irving
room, dining room,
family room, laundry,
office, $875. 573-3344251 •
28R.
1BA.
AC
propane, stove, fridge,
wd hookup, $460 per
month, $400 deposit
pets. 98 Nighthawk Dr.
42071 Buy $55,000
612-321-5536
3BR. 2BA no pets
Locust Grove area
$600 per month 7670430
in
SMALL
2BR
Panorama $240 per
month 753-0095 and
478-0742
Slangs MIMS
&F
eaf! MSU
Warehousingl
520-50
753:7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
NEW @ penny. 10'xl5
units 436-6227/2933232
PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
.Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Haula
753-9600

G diN't
STORAGE a nd
PROPANE
119 E. Ya.r.
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4183
9sot-4 pm. M-F

1.500 sq ft shop or
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see,
M-F 7 30AM - 5 OOPM
OFFICE space small to
huge Will finish to sun
Warehouse
space,
storage spec& retail
space Call Larry at
752-0813

Professional
bffices for rent.
Utilities paid.
convenient
location right off
court square. Call
753-4529

6 month old mate Pug
for sale 5300 7532780
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SH1H-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

11 month old bull
Black with while face
very healthy $950
293-9569

4C • Friday, Februan

'fuel Sale

Used Can

MOVING SALE
#3 Robins Ct
(across Westsicle
Baptist Church)
Sat • 7-11 •
rain/shine
Furniture, dishes,
decorexercise equip..
wood chipper twin
beds, lift chair,
walkers, bedside
grill, patio
furniture & more

Vans

Hudson.
LAYTON
hauling & backhoe
753-4545. 492-6265

CHARMING 3BR. IBA
new
home,
metal roof on 1.5 acres.
located 2 mi west of
Murray. Call 293-1040

04 Silverado Z71. 314
on. 4x4, white, 17.000
miles. OnStar. Bose
system $23,000 Caii
753-8823
1982 4x4 Chevy. new
350. good 33" tires,
good truck $1.500
Call 761-2547
'81 Chevy C-10 wi 350
big block, power everyGood truck.
thing
$1,500 080 4374939 or 493-6204

IMMACULATE bock
ranch on 4 acres, 3BR,
2BA, 2 car 'attached
garage, New 3 car
detache8 garage plus
additional building 3
miles from Murray
5149.900 753-0194
LOCATED at 9909 St.
RI 121N, 3BR, 2 bath.
15 acres. $69.500
489-2296

Boats & Motors

LOVELY brick home. 3
bedroom 2 bath. 3 car
garage. built in 2003
Martin
Located in
Heights By appointment only 759-4166 Or
293-1440

Reel Estate
TWO story brick dpart
ding with 5
men
o-BR units Excellent
income-producer
S125.000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

SURAY fishing boat
17f1. 8'5 HP motor,
depth finders, $2.500
437-4001
89 Bass track 40hp
trolling motor, garage
kept. $3,200 436-2619
after 4 00p m

MARSHALL Co 5 min
to Lake, 34- acres all
fenced, 2 or 3 bedroom. barn, tractor
shed, tool shed, several other out buildings
$60,000. Call after
5.00PM 270-354-8665

i

llijots For Sale

IN Mayfield very nice
building site. $14.000
Empty lot faces north.
next to Fairlane &
Broadway. Call 910for
866-4888 ask
Sallie

EMI
Services Offered
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters.
junk & tree work

NICE 3BR. IBA with
garage on large lot in
Puryear by owner
(731)247$75,000
5648

LOCATED at 5353 St.
Rt. 121S. 1-2/3 acres,
tanks,
septic
2
517,500. 489-2296

01' Dyna. HD 9.500
miles, lots of extras.
270-759$15.000
9541

1998 Yamaha YZ 80,
15 fenc -acres. Noce great
condition
neighborhood 5 min-' $1,500 437-4001
Murray.
utes from
753-1946.
$60.000
illUnity Vehicles
icocet
leave message or 9780523
02 Lexus LX470, 4x4
pearl white, fully loaded
Homes For Sale
with
navigation,
Levinson stereo, two
vertica •
with
2BR
DVD players. 70,000
duplex behind Grea
miles $39,500. Call
$65.000
investment
753-8823
270-753-4109. 2701991 Chevrolet Blazer,
227-1545
full size, 350 4WD 1 2BR, 1BA. 950 sot. 731 -446-6259
1.5ac $55.000. Rent
$460 per month, 98
Used Cars
Nighthawk Dr., 42071
615-321-5536
2000 BMW 3231 black
3 Bedroom, 3 Bath. w/ tan leather, 63,000
Ceilings. miles. $19,000 270Cathedral
two-sided ventless gas 705-1299
fireplace built in '96
Southwest area 759- 2000 Ford Taurus
Wagon. 80,000 miles.
9541
$6,000 OBO 270-2103BR, 1BA. LR, den. 2050
brick, 10.5 acres, large
shop, storage building. '98 Pontiac Grand Prix,
central heat/air, car- $4.300 270-293-4375

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters. tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

i

port. 12mi 94 East.
$87,000 753-1951

removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewpod. Insured 4892b39

1998 Pontiac Sunfire 4
door, red, auto, power
good condition. $2.595
OBO. 753-1308

3BR, 2.5BA, vaulted
ceiling, great room,
privacy '96 Mazda Protege.
fireplace,
fence, patio. , deck. $1,350 OBO Runs
interior
good, low gas mileage
immaculate
$120,000 404 Camelot Good work or first
' car 761-3128
Dr. 436-2994

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair, sagging floors.
termite & water damage. Larry Nitrimo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BUILDING or remodeling/ Go to
www CAIVIBRIALlSA.com
CARPORTS Starting
at $675 installed Roy
Hill (270)436-2113
D.G. Landscaping &
Nursery, 7884 94W
*Mulching
*Fertilization
*Trimming
*Parking lot sweeping
*Bedding & vegetable
plants
435-4431

BiEy Jar,i

We Specialize in Cleaning
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Bnck *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
• A, t Hot Water .Parking Lots & Unvenav s

& 2ti

# 1 A rt.?. .ti at I ebb.' in

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
,PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•interior & Exterior
-Custom praying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
*Free estimates
753-8858

FUTRELL'S Tree

1993 Chevrolet Lumina
Van, sport edition. V6.
auto, power window &
door locks cruise
$1,300 270-556-7690

4EIR 2 bath with 2-3/4
acres Fenced off for
horses Pnced in the
60's 298 Van Cleave
Rd Call 293-9440--------

toys, furniture, kids
videos, books,
clothes. kitchenware & more

ta Camry 4
cylinder 436-

95
door,
2686

3BR, 2BA House $750
wil
owner
down
finance located on
Row.
Govenors
Shores
Panorama
area Call Dennis 0 1800-825-6070

606 Lee St
qWoodgate
Subdivision off
Johnny Robertson)
Fri., Feb. 11, 9-2
Sat., Feb. 12. 8-12

pervices OfIsted

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

tote

Or.rby 11 a.m. &
pia itp Next riat
ft. ot

753-3853
Noma For Sal.

tuvu

We.

RYAN ROTA

DM HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293.5438

David's Cleaning
Services

Roof! Metal

270-753-2442

MONIS MINS

•All Size Units Available
*Now Have Climate Control

Quarter Horse tog
11 year old strong geeding. experienced tra,
horse 2 year old sm,
bay philly, green broke.
sweet_
293-1093
Kirksey.

MOVING SALE

L

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

BILLY Cook roping
saddle 16" seat great
shape $500 Grey
mare 13 hands, rides &
drives, $750 (731 )2475545 after 5PA4

e

ENTUCKY LAKE
, MOVING CO.

JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal,Spnng cleaning. clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etc (270)489-2583
PAINTING
Interior
color changes and
repaints No lob too
small Free estimates
767-9037

David Borders
(2701 767-0313 or 1270) 527-7176

IJ

Services 011ared
L&J Property Services
-Household
maintenance
-Yard cleanups & tree
removal
-Painting/Staining
-Custom
decks &
fences
-Etc
Please call (270)9781194. (2700832-1446

CL--nwsd
RE5iCOM
Contractors, LLC.
Residential &
Commercial repairs,
remodels, additions
Replacement windows.
vinyl siding, decks.
Insurance claims welcome. 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Rooting, Vinyl
Siding. Addition. and
Quality
Remodeling
Work Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience
Walters 753-2592
T&K Electric
Licensed contractors.
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates (270)7051075.(270)705-0317

BLIZZARD
SAVINS IN

PC DOCTOR

The Stars Show the Kind of
Da3bu'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** You become an expert
at reversing situations and turning them in your favor. Your personality,and poise help everyone
feel at ease with your decisions
and ideas. The only response
you get is: Why not? Tonight:
Make the most out of the
moment.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Sometimes you are best
off focusing on your needs and
not allowing your immediate
environment to dominate. You
know what is best. Plug along
with a family or personal project.
You will feel great once you complete it. Tonight: Make it OK to
get some extra sleep.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Friends want you to
join in. You have a way of adding
a touch of celebration and happiness. Kick up your heels and
allow the wild Twin in you to
emerge. Everyone adores your
fun-loving
nature.
Tonight:
Where the good times are.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Sometimes you can't
duck out of the limelight or kick

ers' resistances. Don't be surphsed if you are surrounded by a
horde of admirers or invitations.
Tonight: Who and what first?
That is the question.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You clearly energize others with your ideas and vitality.
Consider plugging your high
energy into a favorite hobby or
pa'silme. Remember, you like to
give, but you also need to take
care of yourself. Tonight: Make it
easy.

CAucemT A VIRUS

Take advantage of our cool

L_P5sWEE
cAll New

GE ProfileTM
30" Range
"Mom Will Love You For It!"

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service Alt Broods"

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

gupscms

USED CAR SPECIALS
2001 Buick USW@ Cadmic One Owner,
2004 hid Matson Cease: v-s. Automatic.
8 00 Miles, Lie New,55,04157k
Wheels, Buttons, Shun Cat. Stk. /P11260
...$12,990*
$13,N0*
2001 asses ARM.OM Whin. Taii. Infer, ,
21114 Mesta Iwhile,Tan Interior, Whelk
47.000*et A Must See Nice Car. Pnc.,
•
flutTons, Low Mies, Stk. 1PR259
To Go. S* 011179
$9,990$14,9111V
21103 CNny Silverside L$ Neg. Cat Sup
2001 Cann Dinh CITS: Black, Sumo*,
Side, Recl, 13.1:000 Mites, Very Sham, Mew
USW,One Owner. Stk 05123A
Cat Trade-In Stk /5146A
$12,990'
$16,99r
20111 INass Paillhaler LE: Leather, Sunroof,
21113 Ford F-156 Crew Cab Lariat: 2W0,
Leather, Chrome Wheats, 35.000 *NW
IND Player. Si iPR216
$111,190'
Sharp Stir 15125A.
$111,911* 1997
lare.: Local new Gar Trade In,
Usk*
2083 Risme Frostier Crow Cab SE: 2WD. V49,000 Mies. Sit 15114AA
6. Auto . Wheats. Sutton Yellow. 35.000
... . ... SAVERS*
Moles Stk PR249
$17,1190* 1997
Nissan Frontier Rho Cab XE:65.000
Mites Auto A/C Sit. 14303A
ZOO Mena Maxima SE: Whet. Low mfle•!,
$19.990'
Supra* Stk. 01)201
2003 Red Foam:4 Or., Mao.. Nc Stk
11116 Cbssg S-10 EM. Gab L1 v-6, Artrovar
Ony000 Miss, New/kw Loaded.
sPR203
$8,490'
0513611A........
2OIR INama ANN.SE: v-6. Leather. sunroof,
. SAVE'
Mack twist Sni .5150A
10 Used Frontier Trucks To
2091111sma Waft Crew Cab SE: 2 wo.
Choose From
Auto., One Conner. Local Trade,
1 '
0111190
Mce. Sm./5130A
10 Used Animas 99 to 2005

Incentives -$1,500 00 Rebate or 1°'. APR

20 words maximum. The bulletin board will
**run in the Shopping Guide and Wednesday.
*
** *No refunds for early cancellation. Deadline is
s•
•a

Friday at 11 AM.
'

..**
0 Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

4 ***,..*** *it
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SIKACIPIESMIKed
*House Calls
*Component Upgrades
*Software Upgrades
*Repair
*Speed Increases
*General Maintenance
*tome Networks Installed & Set Up
*Virus Removal
*Custom Built Computers
*System & Network Consulting

"Make its an offer
and we will make you a customer."

months for $175.

*AL*

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

MEpgpi

it

*

••
•

Phillip Mapper. M.D.
- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required Coll for Appointment(270)759-4811
,.t, 34)4E Murmy, KY 1261

do it. You have a powerful influence on many people in your
immediate circle. What you say

winter

Get a space on our Winter Service
Directory for 1 month for $100 or 2

16th U.S. President Abraham
Lincoln (1809), scientist Charles Darwin (1809), composer Mate!
Sojka (1740)

Ear, Aose & Throat.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You say it, and others

specials!

•I

M

foit
(s%

BORN TODAY

ccepting New Pali el11,1

best foot forward and express
your very spunky personality.
Friends clamor around you, but a
loved one or child dominates the
scene. Let your enjoyment of life
come out. Tonight: Give up rigidity.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Your family and your home
life occupy your thoughts and
plans. Don't worry so much
about your obligations; rather,
focus your time and interest.on
your security and those who
make your life--work. Tonight:
Entertain at home.

CLASSIFIEDS!
*

CiVt
a
Ist
tgiheGi

entourage special

PC DOCTOR • Murray
the pcdottor@charter.not • 270-226-9577

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You naturally put your

'

THE

731-247-5422

True friendship comes when
silence between two people is
-Dave TysoGentr-N
comfortable.

005 Altima

OF

Do Insurance Work
VtS3 & MaiderCadkcaided

by Jacqueline Bluer

e-
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•

.111•1111M
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for away your responsibilities' no makes a difference. Revise your
matterhow hard you try. Give it a thinking rather than stick rigidly
Saturday, Feb. ift, 2005:
anyway. Others clearly to your points. Tonight: You are
You make a difference this year shot
because of a more adventurous need your time and attention. Do the vortex. Everything revolves
the ultimate juggling act, but take around you.
style and willingness to explore. a power nap. Tonight: Carry on
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
meet
could
you
result,
a
As
till the wee hours.
***4 Dance to another tune;
many interesting people..Travel LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
indulge in different types of peoand education play big roles as ***** Encourage yourself to ple. Choose a new type of hapyou break past any rigidity in risk and approach life differently. pening. While pioneenng and
your thinking. You often ask a Everyone will gain as a result, breaking new ground, you draw
lot of questions and want, to especially you. Though commu- someone much closer. Be willing
explore your options. Do just nication and invitations could be to reveal your vulnerabilities.
that, inviting others to join you overwhelming, you'll sort through Tonight: Treat yourself and your
in the process. Your inquisitive the possibilities. Tonight: Make
the offbeat choice.
mind marks your deeisions this VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
year. If you are single, you will **** Acknowledge a loved
meet someone in your *daily one's efforts and helpfulness.
travels. This perm timid be Mr. You'll feel a lot differently as a
or Ms. Right. Take your time result. Plan on making it a day to
declaring yourselves an item. If celebrate your closeness. Plan a
you are attached, your relation- special, mutually enjoyable
ship will benefit from breaking activity. You have reason to grin
away from past grooves. You korn ear to ear. Tonight: Add
your life.
\
add excitement wherever you more spice to
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
go.' Love could bloom again. ssss Your desirability is wellComputer Solutions
ARIES understands more than known. You take actions that
I'M SICK
you realize or perhaps want him draw others to you. Your popuor her to.
larity and charm melt away oth-

*
*
*tal****)41.4°*41-*******
01***
****(A****.
*

Water Dariagec, Flours
Braces & Floor Josste°
Reteideing & Ptomain;

tat:i
feti

Horoscopes

NEED help moving?
Expenenced, referrals
fret estimates 270703-2942
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Identity Theft

The Trouble with Trustint
A

imagine
how haunted that man
was, knowing someone
else was
pretending
to be him
for financi41
gain.
Murray
•
Police
Taylor
Department
Made
patrolman
By Kristin
Scott
Purcell ratTaylor
Ledger & Times tled off
ways resiStaff Writer
dents can
protect
themselves
•
from identity theft Monday
night dpring the second week of
the Citizens Police Acadeuty.
•Use security software to
ward off Internet hackers.
•Only shop online when
sites have secured connections.
MI Shred credit card applications that all too often sit in

EDITOR'S NOTE: ThePIlowing is the second in a series
ofcolumns by staff writer
Kristin Taylor on/her participation in Murray Police's Citizens
P(dice Academy:
Prople in general are trusting of others, especially in a
community like Murray. I de-lately fall into that category of
trusting others, even strangers,
a little easier than I should.
Call it naivd. Call it wanting
to believe the best in people. ,
Call it a concern when it Comes
to a growing problem in the
electronic age.
The scariest thing about
r
identity theft is I wouldn't
know I was a victim of it until
•
someone else already had
access to my checking account
and Social Security number.
1 chuckled at a recent entry
in the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department log that
told of a caller who reported
receiving a S1.300 cell phone
hill even though he doesn't own
a,cell phone. But I can only

)our mail box.
II Shred bank &cords and
anything else containing personal information.
•Remember cordless
phones and cell phones aren't
as secure as traditional corded
phones..
II Periodically check your
credit report.
•Examine monthly bank
statements.
Identify theft is defined as
the use of name, date of birth,
Social Security number or any
other personal information to
deprive the other person of
property, obtain benefits or
property to which another is not
entitled, make unauthorized
financial or credit transactions,
avoid detection, or benefit
politically or commercially.
"Identity thieves don't just
sit at their computers. They
dan1 just steal your purse.
They go through your garbage,"
Purcell said. "By nature people
are trusting, but you don't know
you are a victim of this crime

•Compliance ...
return repeated /phone messages
for comment.

From C Front

•

Christian County told - un
auditor it didn't track the
expenses of its top elected official. HendersorlCounty's judgeexecutiv c never returned a message asking for his expenses.
And Fayette Counts', the state's
second largest. said any such
* records are stored in Frankfort.
the state capital.
The counties who didn't
comply included: Breathitt,
Bracken. Caldwell., Christian,
Faxette. Henry. Henderson.
She'll\ and Woodford.
('hrimian Couruy officials
told auditor Rob Cotthoff. a
Murray State University student,
that the didn't 'keep expense
reports for their judge-executi‘e.
"They told me the judge paid
for his ox‘n gas. and was helped
out Ks the county for other
thing.. like his car. but they didn't keep any. records they catuld
shovy me." Cotthoff said.
Chrtian County JudgeExechtis e Steve Tribble didn't

The best compliance Was
seen in city government offices.
which had almost a perfect
record of letting auditors see the
city budget.
Joberta Wells. a freelance
reporter and columnist for the
Cases County News in Liberty
Cumberland audited
who
County said the Bu sville
mayor and clerk we n t only
cooperative and f nhcoming
and also efficient :and knowledgeable.
"1 asked for a copy of the city
budget and I quickly obtained
it." Wells said."They invited me
to ask any questions after I had
read it. The experience. I had
with the city budget was what
every citizen should experience
when they're looking to see
public documents."
--4Only a handful of audtors
std they had to give their
names, provide identification,
state the reason for their requests
or sign a form to see the budget.

until its too late. II you don't
trust it, it's probably a scam."
Identity theft is just one of
many theft crimes to which
police officers respond. Thefts
are part of broader property
crimes, which account for about
40 percent of the crimes reported to MPD. Purcell said 805 of
the 2,017 cases opened in 2003
were property crimes. Similarly,
in 2004. MPD opened 1,985
cases, agd 800 of them were
classified as property crimes.
That's an average of more than
two property crimes a day in
Murray.
The other theft crimes
include theft by unlawful taking, theft by deception, theft of
services and theft of mail.
Property crimes also include
burglary, criminal trespassing,
robbery and criminal mischief.
Burglary is the unlawful
entry into or remaining in a
building with the intent to commit a crime. Sometimes, Purcell
•
said..that intent is tough to
• prove, so officers might charge

Eighty of the auditors said
they were shown the budgets in
15 minutes or less, Just one
reported that any information in
the budget had been omitted or
redacted. and only 12 auditors
had to pay a fee for copies.
The fomer BurkeSville city
clerk said providing public
records is a no-brainer.
"We don't get many requests
to see or get copies of our
records, but, when we do, we
provide them as quickly as possible," said Star White. "Mayor
(Mike) Irby and I and all other
city employees work for the
public and the records we keep
belong to the public. It's that
simple."
superintendent's
School
offices were less forthcoming
but did comply with the auditors' request for the superindentent's salary in roughly half of
the counties surveyed. •
Requests for the contracts
were judged to have been fulfilled by 56"o44he 110 superintendent's offices. Twelve coun-

suspects with criminal trespassing instead. Trespassing is the
act of people entering or
remaining on another property's
when they are unwanted.
If a weapon is used to cause
injury or threatens force, those
convicted of burglary can serve
between 10 and 20 years in the
state penitentiary.- For lesser
degrees of the crime, people
would still serve at least a year.
Criminal trespassing is a misdemeanor io anyone convicted
would serve a year or less. The
lowest degree of trespassing is
a violation that requires only a
fine upon conviction.
Robbery involves the threat
of or use of force while committing a theft. Both degrees of
robbery are felonies, meaning
someone could serve at least
five years arai as long as 20
years in jail.
Details are the keys to property crime investigations.
Purcell encouraged residents to
be aware of theirsurroundings
— both their own homes and •

ties did not produce or agree to
give the public record. In 16
counties, responses were judged
"not applicable" for reasons
such as the office being closed
or person with access to the
records being unavailable. In
another 24 counties, compliance
couldn't be determined because
of incomplete or contradictory
statements in the auditing forms.
Barren County required an auditor to put the records request in
writing, but said it would then
available.
made
he
Superintendent Jerry Ralston
said that while thc request was
unusual, the district's administrative assistants were aware of
open records policy. '1'he more
Open we are and the more we
communicate, the more trust we
build," Ralston said.
In Oldham County, auditor
James Mulcahy, editor of The
Shelbyville Sentinel News, was
sent to the personnel office,
where he was told, he said, that
he would he to show credentials and state why he wanted'to
see the records. Neither are

AN maw nollmoN

report
their neighborhoods. In deterto
try
,
crime
ing such a
the,
mine a time frame in which
and
red
occur
havg,
d
ii6ul
crime
any possiblesuspects.
In preventing thefts. mark
items with serial numbers or
any special markings that rty.
would personalize the prope
thing
You may not realize every
stolen in an incident, but keep
officers updated as you learn
more once you initially reported
the crime.
"You don't have time to look
;
through everything you own
%Oen the officer is right there,".
Purcell said. "This could go on
for days. You could find Something missing two days later.
Mall the officer and let him
know other things are missing."
Protecting yourself doesn't mean being paranoid. But it
may mean asking a few extra
questions and being aware of
details to ensure your safety.
After all, when someone steals
your identity, it takes awhile to
sort it all out.

requirements of the state's open
records law.
Because of that, the county
was judged to be not in compliance with the audit. Oldham
County Superintendent Blake
Haselton, who was not in the
office at the time, said he
believes in open records, but
doesn't think it means that 'the
record must be handed over
immediately. "We don't have
staff that stop everything they're
doing to deal-with.this kind of
issue," he said. Haselton said no
record was supplied because the
auditor did not leave a written

request.
The law allows public offi,cials to require written requests
for documents. However,' the
spirit of the law is that public
officials should release records
quickly., without requiring a
written request or waiting dilate_
days-if the items being requested
are public and available,
Fleischaker said. Haselton questioned the audit's methodology,
saying a call in advance or making an appoinunent would be
reasonable and would have been
a fairer indication of how
records requests are handled.
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